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INTRODUCTION
Task Description. The customer represented by SIMCORD LLC, EDRPOU
37657823 (hereinafter referred to as the “Customer”) turned to the contractor,
represented by the National Academy of Legal Sciences of Ukraine, EDRPOU
00065028 (hereinafter referred to as the “Contractor”) with a request No. 00188
dated September 09, 2019, to conduct scientific and legal analysis of the term
“digital asset” and to define it as a subject of legal regulation.
Started: September 16, 2019.
Finished: November 25, 2019.
The approach used to create this Scientific and Legal Opinion, which is
analytical and explanatory, can be considered by judicial authorities, state
authorities, local governments and their officials, legal entities and natural persons
as a recommendation regarding the definition of digital assets as subjects of legal
regulation. The following methods were used to draw up this Scientific and Legal
Opinion: the systemic method, the method of legal hermeneutics, the statistical
method, the comparative method, as well as the methods of deduction and induction,
analysis and synthesis, generalization, systematization and interpretation of the
results.

The document consists of three sections:
Section 1 is dedicated to the analysis of the term “digital asset”, the etymology
of this term, as well as the world experience in the regulatory definition of a digital
asset. In this section, a digital asset is considered as an object of civil and economic
circulation in Ukrainian legislation as an example; a comparative analysis of
cryptocurrency and digital asset properties has been carried out; the characteristic
properties of a digital asset have been considered; a digital asset test has been
presented. The analysis of the properties of a digital asset has been carried out to
determine whether it can be accounted and entered in companies’ books.
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Section 2 analyzes the aspects of legal regulation of cryptocurrencies and
digital assets in the European Union, Eastern Europe, the United States of America,
and the Asia-Pacific Region. Among other things, the legal basis and law
enforcement practice regarding certain types of relations connected to the use of
digital assets and other blockchain tokens should be considered.
Section 3 is dedicated to the analysis of a digital asset’s functioning using the
example of the Bitbon System blockchain platform; the types of digital assets in the
Bitbon System and their legal nature have been examined.

Research Materials. This Scientific and Legal Opinion is based on the
regulatory acts of certain jurisdictions that were in force earlier or at the time of
conducting the research; recommendations and guidelines of intergovernmental
bodies and interstate organizations, as well as on the information on their official
websites;

the

information

on

the

Customer’s

official

website

(https://www.simcord.com/), on the official information resource of the Bitbon
System (https://www.bitbon.space/), as well as based on the operating software
systems, task registers, internal technical and legal documentation of the Customer.
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Section 1
LEGAL NATURE OF A DIGITAL ASSET
1.1. Definition of the Term “Digital Asset”
1.1.1. Origin of the Term
First, we should note that there is no unified definition of the term “digital
asset” yet. The term “digital asset” is a complex concept with various meanings.
Since the 80s of the XX century, the United States has started the normative
consolidation of the legal status of digital assets1, in particular due to the adoption
of the Stored Communications Act and the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. The
United States was the first to begin active work on the introduction of normative
regulation of digital assets.
The “digital asset” definition consists of two separate concepts — “digital” and
“asset”. The word “digital” in this case means an electronic form of existence of the
corresponding asset. As for the word “asset”, it means the property value of a
particular digital object for its holder.
As mentioned above, the term “digital asset” is ambiguous, as it has multiple
meanings. Digital assets are understood as:
 cryptocurrencies and tokens;
 photographs, images, videos or documents in a digital form;
 data packages (e.g. large collections of data in a digital form);
 digital models;
 digital goods (digital storage media);
 domain names and network infrastructure tools, such as IP addresses;

1

Digital asset is an information resource derivative of the right to a value and circulating in the distributed ledger in
the form of a unique identifier.
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 User accounts2 (e.g. an email account), etc.

Such a broad approach to defining the circle of digital assets is determined by
the common definitions of the term “digital asset”. It can be assumed that the list of
different objects, which in the future can be considered as digital assets, will only
expand over time (due to the irreversible movement of scientific and technical
progress). However, a groundless expansion of the circle of digital assets cannot be
considered as a positive approach. Moreover, an unjustified expansion of the list of
digital assets may blur the essential nature of this phenomenon. This, in turn, requires
determining the “starting point” in the formation of a new approach to understanding
the term “digital asset”.
The use of the up-to-date term “digital asset” is primarily caused by the
emergence of the distributed ledger technology, which is commonly called
blockchain3, and cryptocurrencies based on the corresponding technology. Thus, the
first cryptocurrency was created in 2009. It was Bitcoin. The blockchain itself is a
sequential chain of transaction blocks built according to certain rules; each next
block in the chain integrates information on previous transactions. The emergence
of cryptocurrency and distributed ledger technology4 subsequently accelerated the
pace of development of the digital economy.
There are frequent cases when the phenomena not corresponding to the latest
meaning of this term are determined as digital assets.
Today, there is a reasonable need to approve a special “narrow” meaning of
such a term as “digital asset”. It is a specific and unambiguous understanding of the
phenomenon under consideration that will allow us to study the term “digital asset”
in the most objective and focused way. It would also allow us to properly distinguish

Account is a collection of user’s data required for his/her authentication and for providing access to his/her
personal details, settings and the system functionality.
3
Blockchain is a type of a distributed ledger, which constitutes a sequential chain of generated transaction blocks
built according to certain rules. At the same time, each subsequent block of the structure contains information about
the previous one, so as a whole, the chain stores the entire history of completed transactions.
4
Distributed ledger technology is a technology, which allows network participants to record, store and exchange
information as well as provides multiple data stores synchronized through a specific consensus algorithm.
2
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between such related but not identical terms as “cryptocurrency”, “token” and
“digital asset”.
1.1.2. Characteristic Properties of a Digital Asset
As mentioned above, there is a need to determine the specifics of the
substantive nature of the term “digital asset”. At the same time, it is important to
define the corresponding concept in such a way that it meets the modern
requirements.
It should be noted that not all cryptocurrencies are digital assets. As the
technology develops and the economic processes gradually become more
complicated, new categories appear in the area of circulation of blockchain tokens5,
which, however, are not of the same meaning.
In this case, we are talking about assets, which, despite their cryptographic
nature, are backed by real property values6 that are of real economic interest to
participants in the corresponding civil (business) relations. Such assets are not an
unbacked conditional fiction characterized by increased volatility. They are a real
value, which, while existing in a cryptographic form, has all the advantages of classic
(traditional) assets.
Most definitions of a digital asset do not reveal the real nature of the
corresponding term. This is due to the fact that this phenomenon is completely new
and revolutionary. After the basic properties of a digital asset were examined, its
definition was generalized: digital asset is an information resource7 derivative of the

5

Blockchain token is an accounting unit circulating in the distributed ledger by means of a transaction with a unique
identifier.
6
Value is worth, utility, or importance, which can also be expressed by different measurement units depending on
the area of practical use of such a value and the ecosystem in which such a value exists.
7
Information resource is information structured and organized in a certain way, recorded on a tangible medium.
This information can be stored, transferred, used and replenished. The information resource has the properties of
practical significance and usefulness, as well as the possibility of multiple use.
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right8 to a value and circulating in the distributed ledger in the form of a unique
identifier9.
The main properties of a digital asset include:
 digital form of representation, which is formalized in the form of a
program code;
 recorded in a distributed ledger (blockchain) — a digital asset itself
and any related operations are recorded in the blockchain;
 backed by real assets — a digital asset is a digitized form of tangible or
intangible assets;
 digital asset is a value that has an exchange value — it has an actual
cost that can be expressed through both fiat and digital currencies.
In this case, the focus is on the direct connection between a digital asset and a
real tangible or intangible asset. Digital is the form of existence of such an asset.
While fundamentally, it is a backed real asset, which makes its pricing more stable.
Thus, it should be noted that the main feature of a digital asset is that it is a real
asset represented in a digital form. Its legal feature is that it serves as a tool for
confirming property rights to a digitized tangible or intangible asset.
1.1.3. Entering a Digital Asset on a Balance Sheet
In this case, it is necessary to focus on that fact that a digital asset can be entered
on the balance sheet of a business entity.
Taking into account the information in subsection 1.1.2, we can state that a
digital asset is an information resource with a set of rights to the value it is derived
from, and circulates in the distributed ledger in the form of a unique identifier.
Therefore, we can state that a digital asset is legally secured. Thus, a digital asset
includes units of access (right of access), circulating in the blockchain by means of
8

Derivative of the right is a property of the object, giving its owner the right, which is formed from the right to a
value.
9
Identifier is a unique set of alphanumeric characters of a certain length assigned to the information resource in the
environment of its circulation.
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a unique identifier, to the information resource recorded in the blockchain. In other
words, a digital asset is based on a set of rights to digitized rights to a value, which
defines the nature of the digital asset to be derivative of the right to a value.
The issue of entering a digital asset on the balance sheet is considered based on
the International Financial Reporting Standards 38 “Intangible Assets” (hereinafter
referred to as “IFRS”) and International Accounting Standards (hereinafter referred
to as “IAS”).
The relation between the “intangible asset” and “digital asset” categories is
based on the comparison of the features and characteristics of a digital asset as an
information resource and an intangible asset in accordance with the abovementioned standards.
Thus, in accordance with IAS and IFRS, an intangible asset is a non-monetary
asset that does not have physical substance and is identifiable. As for a digital asset,
it meets all the intangible asset criteria.

Having analyzed the economic and legal nature of a digital asset and taking into
account the defining characteristics of an intangible asset (IA), we can state the
following:
1. One of the features of a digital asset is its non-monetary nature.
This can be explained by the fact that a digital asset includes units of access
(right of access) circulating in the blockchain by means of a unique identifier to the
information resource recorded in the blockchain. This feature does not allow for a
digital asset to be an equivalent, which serves as a measure of value of any goods
and services that can be exchanged directly for them.
2. A digital asset does not have a physical substance, that is, it exists in the form
of a digital program code.
An information resource is the form of the external representation of a digital
asset, which represents structured information organized in a certain way and
recorded on a tangible medium that can be stored, transferred, used, and replenished.
11
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3. A digital asset is identifiable.
A digital asset identifier is generated during a transaction. In turn, the volume
of transferred digital assets is the volume of transferred units of access (right of
access) to the information resource.
Thus, the above-mentioned analysis allows stating that a digital asset can be
recorded as an intangible asset (IA) in the accounting (financial) statements.
The main criteria that an intangible asset must meet in accordance with the
IFRS 38 are as follows:
 identifiability;
 control;
 future economic benefits.
Thus, an intangible asset is identifiable if it is separable, i.e. it can be separated
from a business entity or disposed of and can be used to make a deal; or if it arises
as a result of contractual or other legal rights, regardless of whether they can be
transferred or separated from the business entity or from other rights and obligations.
As for control, it exists if a business entity has the authority to receive future
economic benefits from such an asset and to limit access of others to such benefits.
When it comes to future economic benefits, they include any benefits (from
transactions with such assets; benefits from reducing costs, etc.) that are a direct
result of the use of the asset by the business entity.
In this case, it should be noted that a digital asset can be identified as an
independent object of civil (economic) circulation and, accordingly, transactions can
be made with it. From a technical point of view, the identifiability of such an asset
is ensured by assigning it a unique identifier, which is its form of “existence” in a
specific blockchain network. Only the holder of the respective digital assets can
control the future economic benefits, which allows determining such a holder as the
beneficiary of economic benefits resulting from the circulation of such an asset.
Thus, only the holder of such an asset can claim future economic benefits from the
circulation of a digital asset.
12
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Similar approaches, with some differences in certain terminological aspects,
are also determined by the Accounting Standard (AS) (national regulatory act that
determines the accounting procedure). Thus, according to Accounting Standard 8,
an intangible asset is a non-monetary asset that does not have a tangible form and
can be identifiable. In turn, a non-monetary asset is any asset, except for cash, cash
equivalents and receivables in a fixed (or precisely determinable) amount of money.
In this case, we should note that digital assets cannot be regarded as money, its
equivalents or receivables; therefore, they can be characterized as non-monetary
assets. At the same time, as noted above, they do not have a tangible form of their
objectification and are identifiable. Thus, digital assets meet three necessary criteria
(they are a non-monetary asset that has no tangible form and is identifiable) in order
to be defined as intangible assets according to the Accounting Standard. In
accordance with Paragraph 6 of the Accounting Standard, an acquired or received
intangible asset is recorded in the balance sheet if any economic benefits related to
its use, and its value is precisely determinable. Thus, a digital asset can be recorded
in the balance sheet of an enterprise as an intangible asset (IA).
1.2. World Experience in Normative Definition of Digital Assets
Currently, there is no single unified approach to defining the term “digital
assets”. There is no common definition of this term or even a common conceptual
approach to determining its meaning. Taking into account the above-mentioned, the
definitions of the term “digital assets” differ depending on the objectives of the
normative regulation, the level of development of a particular state, the level of
specialization of the regulatory act it is set forth in, etc. In particular, it should be
taken into account that in most states such term as “digital asset” is not enshrined at
the regulatory level.
Conventionally, approaches to defining “digital assets” can be divided into a)
a broad approach; b) a narrow approach. Thus, a broad approach to defining digital
assets was enshrined in the Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets
13
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Act. The relevant document is a model act developed by the Uniform Law
Commission in the USA.
This act is not binding but forms the basis of law in many states. Today, the
corresponding act has been taken as a basis by 34 states (Missouri, Maine, Georgia,
etc.). In this regard, the respective states apply the same definition of digital assets.
Thus, the Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act determines that
a digital asset is an electronic record in which an individual has a right or interest.
At the same time, the Act states that only an asset that has an electronic form is a
digital asset. That is, the form of objectification of the asset, namely its electronic
form, is the key in this case.
The corresponding definition also covers digital assets of cryptographic origin.
Subsequently, the provisions of the model act were enshrined in the state laws. For
example, the same definition of digital assets was enshrined in New York State Law
No. A9910A dated April 26, 2016 (Act to Amend the Estates, Powers and Trusts
Law, in Relation to the Administration of Digital Assets). However, not all states
use the same approach to defining and enshrining the reviewed term. For example,
in July 2019, in Wyoming, the Digital Assets-Existing Law entered into force, where
the term “digital assets” is equaled exclusively with virtual currencies. Thus, under
the relevant Law, it is noted that digital assets are a representation of economic,
proprietary or access rights that are stored in a computer readable format and include
digital consumer assets, digital securities and virtual currency. In turn, a digital
consumer asset is defined as a digital asset that is bought for consumer, personal or
household purposes and includes blockchain tokens that are intangible personal
property.
As for digital securities, they are digital assets, which constitute securities and
have an electronic form. When it comes to a virtual currency, it is defined as a
digital asset, which is:
a) used as a medium of exchange, unit of account or store of value;

14
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b) not recognized as legal tender by the United States government. Analyzing
the corresponding definition of “digital assets”, we can conclude that a narrow
approach was used in its formation, according to which the term “digital assets” is
reduced exclusively to “cryptographic” entities (to categories belonging to the area
of circulation of virtual currencies).
The model act of Canada, namely the Uniform Access to Digital Assets by
Fiduciaries Act is similar to the above-mentioned model act (with some specific
definitions). The relevant document is a model act of Canada; it was developed by
the Uniform Law Conference of Canada. This Canadian model act defines a “digital
asset” as “a record created, recorded, transmitted or stored in digital or other
intangible form by electronic, magnetic or optical means or by any other similar
means”.
An interesting is the approach to defining digital assets, which was used in
Bermuda. Thus, in 2018 in Bermuda, the Digital Asset Business Act was adopted.
This act is a specialized regulatory legal act that defines the legal basis for the
circulation of digital assets.
In accordance with the Digital Asset Business Act, a digital asset is anything
that exists in binary format and comes with the right to use it and includes a digital
(electronic) representation of value that is:
a) used as a medium of exchange, unit of account or store of value and is not
legal tender;
b) intended to represent such assets as debt or property of a founder;
c) otherwise intended to represent any assets or rights associated with such
assets;
d) intended to provide access to applications, services or products by means of
distributed ledger technology.
The relevant Act also defines the types of business activities in the field of
digital assets, which include the issue and sale of virtual coins, tokens and any other
forms of digital assets; activities regarding the electronic exchange of digital assets;
15
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the provision of electronic wallets for digital assets. It follows from this Act that the
term “digital assets” also covers virtual currencies. At the same time, the Act itself
leaves the list of forms of digital assets open, which allows talking about the
possibility of classifying other digital assets as well. In fact, the above-mentioned
approach can be described as a narrow approach to determining such a term as
“digital asset”.
The legislator of the Kingdom of Thailand also gave a specific (narrow)
definition of digital assets. In 2018, the Kingdom of Thailand adopted the
Emergency Decree on Digital Asset Businesses. In this act, a concise and detailed
definition of digital assets was formalized: digital assets are cryptocurrency and
digital tokens. This normative act defines the basics of statutory regulation for the
digital asset circulation.
Thus, we can summarize that nowadays there are two approaches to defining
digital assets: wide and narrow. However, it is the narrow approach that is gaining
popularity in the case of normative determination of the term under consideration.
In addition, one should come to an understanding of the digital asset through the
prism of its most actualized meaning. The most immanent feature of a digital asset
is that it is backed by real assets. The digital asset itself is a digital form of the
corresponding tangible or intangible assets, through which it operates in a distributed
ledger.
1.3. Comparative Analysis of the Properties of Cryptocurrencies
and Digital Assets
The problems associated with the differentiation of related categories are
important for the consistent study of their substantive content. By comparing the
categories, it is possible to identify the common and distinctive features of related
categories. It allows approaching the subject of whether it is possible to talk about
the originality and uniqueness of the compared terms in a comprehensive and
balanced manner.
16
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Today, there is an objective need to distinguish between such terms as
“cryptocurrency” and “digital asset”. It is worth noting that the broadest concept
covering both terms is a “blockchain token”. Thus, a blockchain token is an
accounting unit circulating in the distributed ledger by means of a transaction with
a unique identifier. The common thing for the above categories is that they are all
cryptographic phenomena.
At the same time, the above-mentioned concepts are differentiated by a number
of characteristics. The development of public relations in the field of the digital
economy demonstrates constant dynamics, which allows talking about new
categories that are not identical in content to such concepts as cryptocurrency and
other phenomena. In this case, we are talking about digital assets, which have the
following characteristics:
 properties of an information resource;
 derivative of the right to a value;
 ability to circulate in a distributed ledger (in the blockchain network);
 electronic objectification in the form of a unique identifier.
In this case, it should be noted that, if analyzed separately, some of these
characteristics are also inherent in cryptocurrencies. However, the simultaneous
combination of all the characteristics in a particular blockchain token allows drawing
conclusions about its belonging to the “digital asset” category. At the same time, the
characteristics are quite distinctive, therefore, they should be considered as ones,
which allow classifying a digital asset as a separate independent category. Thus, the
ability of circulation in a distributed ledger and objectification in the form of a
unique identifier are inherent in both a digital asset and cryptocurrency. Circulation
in a blockchain network is one of the fundamental features of any blockchain token.
As for the unique identifier, this is a means of individualizing the corresponding
cryptographic unit within the specific environment of the distributed ledger.

17
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The specific features that are collectively unique to digital assets are as follows:
a) properties of an information resource;
b) derivative of the right to a value.
Thus, in this case, it should be noted that a digital asset, in turn, includes legal
content. That is, creating the corresponding digital asset is followed by concluding
transactions, information on which is recorded in the electronic form of such digital
assets. Therefore, a digital asset is characterized by information and resource
content. In addition, the rights to the asset are transformed, which implies a change
in the legal relations, where a digital asset can be a new type of regulator of such
relations. This determines the “derivative of the right to a value” nature of a digital
asset, which fundamentally distinguishes it from cryptocurrencies.
Digital asset is an object of civil or economic circulation, which determines the
normative and regulatory support for its circulation. That is, a digital asset exists
within a legal framework, which creates additional guarantees for holders of digital
assets.
The main criterion for distinguishing between a digital asset and
cryptocurrency is that the digital asset is backed by real assets. In particular, the legal
component is important, which also provides increased legal guarantees for holders
of digital assets in comparison with owners of cryptocurrencies or other blockchain
tokens.
1.4. Digital Asset Test
The analysis of scientific publications and studies allows us to conclude that
today the term “digital asset” is interpreted differently, and this greatly complicates
the understanding of many processes related to the use of digital assets, and quite
often affects the distortion and erroneous interpretation of the information being the
basis of digital assets.

18
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It should also be noted that a digital asset is still a poorly understood
phenomenon for the global economy; therefore, the intrinsic distinction between
other objects is essential in the development of the market of information resources,
products and services based on distributed ledger technologies.
We should mention that nowadays there are no clearly defined criteria to
distinguish digital assets from related categories. The need to determine such criteria
arises out of the need to introduce certainty into the law enforcement practice. In
fact, it is a question of developing a system of criteria that will help establish the
level to which a blockchain token corresponds to a digital asset.
However, the goal is not only the need to lay down the criteria to determine the
level of correspondence of an asset to a digital asset, but also the need to use a special
test, which will be an applied tool for determining whether a particular blockchain
token is a digital asset. This kind of test should contain criteria for digital assets that
would help to obtain results, the interpretation of which would allow stating if a
specific blockchain token is a digital asset or not.
Today, the scientometric databases offer only one option for studying if a
blockchain token corresponds to a digital asset, namely “Methodology for
Determining Whether a Blockchain Token Corresponds to a Digital Asset”. Since
there are no other tests that meet the above-mentioned requirements, this
methodology was taken as the basis of the research.
This methodology is based on the principle of equivalence of categories. It
should be noted that according to this principle, they are all equal in their importance
in order to objectively determine the level of correspondence of a blockchain token
to a digital asset. This means that if a blockchain token does not fall into at least one
of the categories, such a blockchain token cannot be considered a digital asset.
The categories are formed according to the following aspects:
1. Determining whether the digital asset is an information resource.
19
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2. Determining whether the digital asset nature is derivative of the right to a
value.
3. Circulation of the digital asset in a distributed ledger.
4. Circulation of the digital asset in the form of a unique identifier.
The principle of equivalence of categories is implemented by:
1) Determining a list of criteria that are sufficient to diagnose a blockchain
token for its correspondence to a digital asset;
2) Determining the sufficiency of the criteria due to the differentiation of 9
criteria of a digital asset into four categories depending on the correlation between
the criteria and the categories of a digital asset.
Such criteria are grouped in their clear correlation with the specified categories:
I category. Information resource:
1. Uniqueness criterion. This criterion indicates the uniqueness of a particular
blockchain token and is characterized by the existence of a document where the issue
date of such a token is recorded and its number is determined.
2. Identifiability criterion. This criterion points out the creator of the document
containing information about the subject who created the corresponding token and
gives the ability to confirm the legal claim of the creator of a blockchain token in
relation to a value.
3. Regulability criterion. This criterion indicates that the process for
implementing a legal claim with respect to a blockchain token is regulated and is
characterized by the existence of a document that establishes the rules and conditions
for using the blockchain token.
4. Sessionality criterion. This criterion determines the temporal aspects of the
functioning of the token and is characterized by the existence of a document that sets
20
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the circulation period of the blockchain token and, in particular, determines an event
that affects the validity term of the blockchain token.
ІІ category. Derivative of the right to a value:
1. Derivativeness criterion. The criterion indicates the nature of a blockchain
token derivative of the right to a value and is characterized by the fact that the holder
of the blockchain token is provided with access to a set of rights and duties of the
owner of the value, as well as by the right to demand the fulfillment of a set of rights
and duties from the owner of the value.
2. Verifiability criterion. This criterion indicates the existence of reliable
evidence of the owner’s right to the value and is characterized by the existence of a
document that contains information that reliably indicates the property right to the
value, which the blockchain token derives from, as well as the existence of a
document that contains reliable information about the amount of rights of the owner
of the value and third parties to the value, which the blockchain token derives from.
ІІІ category. Circulation in a distributed ledger:
1. Transparency criterion. This criterion indicates the possibility of analyzing
the history of transactions with the blockchain token based on existing accounting
methods and is characterized by the availability of information about the parties to
the transaction in the history of transactions with the blockchain token, as well as
transaction accounting based on previous transactions (UTXO; Unspent Transaction
Output) or based on the balance accounting of blockchain tokens10.
2. Decentralization criterion. This criterion indicates the independence from
the centralized decision-making environment in which the blockchain token
circulates, and is characterized by the existence of documented mechanisms for
10

Balance accounting of blockchain tokens is a method for registering and accounting transactions implemented by
the software of the blockchain network node, which allows determining the difference between income and
expenditure of units of account at a certain point in time at the address of their accounting.
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managing and developing the blockchain token circulation environment by the
community and maintenance of the infrastructure of the blockchain token circulation
environment by the community.
ІV category. Circulation in the form of a unique identifier:
1. Accountability criterion. This criterion indicates the recording of the transfer
of a certain number of blockchain tokens from one identified party to another and is
characterized by the ability to account the transfer of the number of blockchain
tokens between identified parties in a transaction and the ability to record the actions
of the parties through a transaction identifier.
Thus, a systematic division of criteria has been given in the “Methodology for
Determining Whether a Blockchain Token Corresponds to a Digital Asset”, which
allows determining the substantial nature of a specific blockchain token. A two-level
system “category – criterion” has been defined, which allows analyzing the
functional nature of a blockchain token based on the principles of an integrated
approach. It is correspondence to all the categories that allows us to classify a
blockchain token as a digital asset.
1.5. Digital Asset as an Object of Civil and Economic Circulation via the
Example of Ukrainian Legislation
It is worth noting that digital assets can be objects of civil or economic
circulation. A separate section of the Civil Code of Ukraine, Section III “Objects of
Civil Rights”, is dedicated to the objects of civil rights. The objects of civil rights
are things, including money and securities, other property, property rights, results of
work, services, results of intellectual activity, information, as well as other tangible
and intangible benefits (Article 177 of the Civil Code of Ukraine). It follows from
the analysis of the requirements presented in Article 178 of the Civil Code of
Ukraine (“Circulating Capacity of Civil Rights”) that objects of civil rights are
divided by nature of their circulation into:
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a) objects that circulate freely;
b) objects with restricted circulating capacity;
c) objects withdrawn from the civil circulation.
Thus, in accordance with paragraph 1, Part 2 of Article 178 of the Civil Code
of Ukraine, the objects whose civil circulation is not allowed must be explicitly
defined in law. A similar approach is used to objects with restricted circulating
capacity (paragraph 2, Part 2 of Article 178 of the Civil Code of Ukraine). Despite
the fact that there are no direct prohibitions or restrictions on the circulation of digital
assets as objects of civil (business) rights at this time, it can be stated that these
objects are objects in free circulation.
In accordance with Part 1, Article 1 of the Civil Code of Ukraine (“Relations
Regulated by Civil Law”), it regulates personal non-property and property relations
(civil relations) based on legal equality, free will, and property independence of their
participants. From the above-mentioned statement, such a concise definition of civil
relations can be synthesized: civil relations are personal non-property and property
relations.
A key feature of such relations is the fact that both natural persons and legal
entities can be participants in such relations (i.e. subjects are not exclusively business
entities, which is the distinctive feature of business relations). In this case, the main
emphasis is placed on the characteristic of such relations (object characteristic) and
on their subject involved (subject characteristic). As for operations with digital
assets, they are associated with the relations of acquisition of property rights to
digital assets (object characteristic), in which natural persons, who are not business
entities (subject characteristic), can also act as parties to such relations. In addition,
relations connected with digital assets have a complex structure. This is due, in
particular, to the fact that at first the operation is carried out for the primary
digitization of a specific tangible or intangible asset (i.e. it has a contractual nature),
and only then, within the framework of specific systems, operations are carried out
to alienate/acquire rights to the corresponding digital assets. In addition, end-to-end
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relations are connected with the backing of such assets (a digital copy of an asset
constantly stays linked to the real asset).
In fact, the relations connected with the circulation of digital assets correspond
to the generic characteristics of the relations that occur when transactions are
concluded. The conclusion of transactions, in accordance with the provisions of
paragraph 1, Part 2, Article 11 of the Civil Code of Ukraine, is the basis for the
emergence of civil rights and duties. Thus, a transaction is the action of a person
aimed at acquiring, amending or terminating civil rights and duties. In this case, it
should be noted that the acquisition of a specific digital asset by a person is always
regulated by the conclusion of a transaction that is directly recorded in the
blockchain of a particular system. In fact, by acquiring a digital asset, a person
obtains civil rights.
Thus, it can be stated that social relations associated with the circulation of
digital assets are civil relations by their nature.
Therefore, it seems appropriate to analyze the possibility of including the
relations associated with the circulation of digital assets in business relations. In
accordance with the provisions of part 2, Article 3 of the Commercial Code of
Ukraine (“Economic Activity and Economic Relations”), business activity carried
out to achieve economic and social results and to make a profit is entrepreneurship,
and business entities are entrepreneurs.
According to the provisions of Part 4, Article 3 of the Commercial Code of
Ukraine, economic and production relations are included into the field of business
relations. Property and other relations arising between business entities in the direct
implementation of their business activity are economic and production ones. The
key features of business relations are:
a) specific subject composition — the relations between business entities;
b) industry specifics (substantive characteristics) of such relations — the
relations arising from the direct implementation of business activity.
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The main difference in this case is the subjective composition of such relations,
and they are the relations between business entities (between natural personsentrepreneurs and/or legal entities). That is, if the subjects of relations regarding the
circulation of digital assets are business entities, then such relations are business.
At the same time, such relations are regulated as well as civil ones, by
concluding various types of transactions with the specific business goals of such
subjects. Thus, relations associated with the digitization of tangible or intangible
assets, and their circulation within a specific system can be determined, particularly,
as business relations.
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Section 2
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF LEGAL REGULATION OF
CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND DIGITAL ASSETS
2.1. Legal Regulation of Cryptocurrencies and Digital Assets in European
Countries
2.1.1. European Union Law
The European Union (hereinafter referred to as the “EU”) is a supranational
entity, which has its own system of law with features specific only to the relevant
international organization. Thus, according to the criterion of hierarchy and
fundamentality, the sources of EU law are divided into:
a) acts of primary law (as a general rule, constituent treaties of the EU defining
the foundations of the organization and functioning of the EU);
b) acts of secondary law (regulations, directives, decisions, opinions and
recommendations).
Among these acts, binding and non-binding acts can be identified. Non-binding
acts include only recommendations and opinions. All other EU acts are binding for
EU member states.
The legal regulation of cryptocurrency relations in the EU is in its beginning
stages. Since 2012, the main institutions of the EU have started issuing their reports,
recommendations

and

public

statements

regarding

the

circulation

of

cryptocurrencies. Thus, in October 2012, the European Central Bank published the
Report “Virtual Currency Schemes”. This Report states that the legal regulation of
financial services market cannot be applied to relations connected with the
circulation of Bitcoin. Bitcoin itself was defined as a convertible decentralized
virtual currency.
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In February 2015, the European Central Bank published the Report “Virtual
Currency Schemes — a Further Analysis”, which stated that the operation model of
virtual currencies can replace the field of payment for services in the future.
On March 8, 2018, the European Commission approved the FinTech Action
Plan on the prospects of using the opportunities of the blockchain11 technology,
artificial intelligence and clouds in the field of financial services. Along with that, it
should be noted that in December 2016, the European Central Bank and Bank of
Japan introduced a mutual research project “Stella”, the purpose of which is to use
the blockchain technology to modernize the existing tools of financial markets.
When it comes to determining separate aspects of taxation using
cryptocurrencies, it is worth looking at the Judgement of the European Court of
Justice dated October 22, 2015 (case C-264/14) Skatteverket v David Hedqvist. As
part of this Judgement, the legal nature of cryptocurrencies was examined, and, as a
result, the European Court of Justice stated that, in accordance with the Directive of
the EU “The EU’s Common System of Value Added Tax (VAT)”, operations on
exchanging cryptocurrencies for fiat currencies and vice versa are not subject to
VAT. The Judgement of the European Court of Justice is mandatory for all member
countries of the relevant international organization, and, therefore, is the source of
law on the territory of the entire EU.
Amendments to the Directive (EU) 2015/849 “On the Prevention of the Use of
the Financial System for the Purposes of Money Laundering or Terrorist Financing”
were an important step towards normative regulation of cryptocurrency relations.
Thus, on May 30, 2018, the joint Directive (EU) 2018/843 of the European
Parliament and the Council of the European Union was adopted (hereinafter referred
to as the “Directive”).

11

Blockchain is a type of a distributed ledger, which constitutes a sequential chain of generated transaction
blocks built according to certain rules. At the same time, each subsequent block of the structure contains information
about the previous one, so as a whole, the chain stores the entire history of completed transactions.
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This Directive gives definitions to the terms such as “virtual currency” and
“custodian wallet provider”. Virtual currencies are viewed as a digital representation
of value that is not issued or guaranteed by a central bank or a public authority, is
not necessarily attached to a legally established currency and does not possess a legal
status of currency or money, but is accepted by natural or legal persons as a means
of exchange that can be transferred, stored and traded electronically.
As for the “custodian wallet provider”, it should be viewed as an entity that
provides services to safeguard private cryptographic keys on behalf of its customers,
to hold, store and transfer virtual currencies. At the same time, there is a clear
division between the terms “virtual currencies” and “electronic money”.
The provisions of the Directive specify that subjects, which conduct activity on
exchanging virtual currencies for fiat funds and vice versa, as well as custodian
wallet providers, must inform the authorized public authorities about suspicious
operations. They state the need to develop national legal mechanisms and create
systems of special bodies, which will be authorized to monitor the circulation of
cryptocurrencies.
The monitoring of cryptocurrency operations should ensure the transparency of
such operations since the nature of their increased anonymity can serve as the basis
for their application in various illegal operations. Virtual currencies are defined as
alternative finances. Such alternative finances have increased autonomy of operation
(transactions can be performed without intermediaries — special exchange
organizations or wallet providers). Taking the above-mentioned into account, the
Directive specifies the need to develop the mechanisms for identifying the owners
of “electronic wallets” of virtual currencies by national Financial Intelligence Units
(FIUs). It also noted the need to develop legal mechanisms for voluntary
independent declaration of the corresponding units by the owners of
cryptocurrencies. In turn, cryptocurrencies within this Directive should not be
confused with the term “complementary currencies”.
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The primary task of this Directive is to introduce the mechanisms for
monitoring the operations with cryptocurrencies to achieve the goals of combatting
money laundering and financing of terrorism, but not to form the foundation for
comprehensive regulation of the cryptocurrency market.
It should be noted that the term “digital asset”12 in the EU legislation is not
directly enshrined. This type of asset is indirectly mentioned in subparagraph 3,
Article 4 of the Directive when defining the term “property”, which contains assets
of any type: material or non-material, movable or immovable property, tangible or
intangible, as well as legal documents or instruments in any form, including in
electronic or digital format, confirming the property right to such assets or right to
their share.
The European Securities and Markets Authority (hereinafter referred to as the
“ESMA”) focused its attention on the problematic aspects of regulating the field of
circulation of crypto-assets, by developing the Advice on Initial Coin Offerings and
Crypto-Assets published on January 9, 2019. The Advice is a systemic professional
document formed on the basis of researching the legal nature of crypto-assets and
their types. The applied significance of the Advice lies in the fact that it proposes
specific ways of solving issues (risks and threats for potential investors, numerous
gaps in legal regulation, etc.) of the examined field in addition to presenting them.
The glossary provided in Appendix No. 1 to the Advice defines “crypto-asset”
as a type of private asset that depends primarily on cryptography and distributed
ledger technology13 (DLT) or similar technology as part of their perceived or
inherent value. Unless otherwise stated, the ESMA uses the term “crypto-asset” to
refer to both “virtual currencies” and “digital tokens”. Crypto-asset additionally
means an asset that is not issued by a central bank. Crypto-assets can be means of
payment and/or exchange for fiat currencies or other crypto-assets.
12

Digital asset is an information resource derivative of the right to a value and circulating in the distributed ledger in
the form of a unique identifier.
13
Distributed ledger technology means a technology, which allows network participants to record, store and exchange
information as well as provides multiple data stores synchronized through a specific consensus algorithm.
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The ESMA distinguishes the following types of crypto-assets:
 investment-type crypto-asset resembles a financial instrument;
 payment-type crypto-asset is meant to be used as a means of payment or
exchange for goods or services that are external to the DLT system on
which they are built;
 utility-type crypto-asset provides some “utility” function other than as a
means of payment or exchange for external goods or services (for
example, the ability to use them to access or acquire some services or
products within the corresponding system).
The ESMA believes that when regulating relations on the circulation of cryptoassets, the primary objective is to have legal classification of various crypto-assets
based on their correspondence to a certain type in order to apply the proper
regulatory framework, which is different for each type of crypto-assets.
In summer 2018, the ESMA conducted a survey of national competent
authorities of the EU member states in order to identify the ability to classify specific
crypto-assets as financial instruments in the EU (paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Advice).
According to paragraph 15 of Article 4 of the Directive of the European Parliament
and of the Council 2014/65/ЕС dated May 15, 2014 on markets in financial
instruments (hereinafter referred to as “MiFID II”), financial instruments are the
instruments specified in Section “C” of Annex No. 1 to the MiFID II. These include
“transferable securities”, “money-market instruments”, “units in collective
investment undertakings”, etc. If a crypto-asset belongs to the investment type, the
provisions of the MiFID II will be applied to it. In addition, the ESMA provided a
number of regulatory acts of the EU, the corresponding provisions of which can
potentially be applied to regulate the relations if a crypto-asset is a financial
instrument. These acts include: Directive 2003/71/ЕС dated November 4, 2003 on
the prospectus; Directive 2013/50/EU dated October 22, 2013 on amending the
Directive 2004/109/ЕС on the harmonization of transparency requirements in
relation to information about issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a
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regulated market; Regulation (EU) No. 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of
the Council dated April 16, 2014 on market abuse regulation; Regulation (EU)
No. 236/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council dated March 14, 2012
on short selling and certain aspects of credit default swaps, etc.
The ESMA divided the problematic aspects and ways of resolving them into
two parts based on the type of crypto-assets:
 investment-type crypto-assets;
 other types of crypto-assets.
Investment-type crypto-assets. As mentioned above, if a crypto-asset is
considered a financial instrument, the regulatory framework developed by the EU
institutions regarding financial instruments can be applied to it. However, the ESMA
notes that the existing regulatory framework was developed without taking into
account the peculiarities of crypto-assets, which leads to issues in interpreting the
existing requirements; therefore, there is a risk of inconsistent application in all EU
member states, which can lead to the creation of regulatory arbitrage (paragraph 171
of the Advice). In this regard, the ESMA proposes to review and supplement the
existing acts for their adaptation to the regulation of investment-type crypto-assets,
in particular:
a) to clarify the types of services/activities that may qualify as
custody/safekeeping services/activities under EU financial services rules in a DLT
framework (paragraph 172 of the Advice);
b) to provide greater certainty around the concepts of settlement and settlement
finality applied to crypto-assets (paragraph 173 of the Advice);
c) to introduce a means to ensure that the protocol and smart contracts
underpinning crypto-assets and crypto-asset activities meet minimum reliability and
safety requirements (paragraph 174 of the Advice), etc.
As for other types of crypto-assets, the ESMA identifies the most significant
risks of using payment-type and utility-type crypto-assets as potentially stemming
from fraud, cyber-attacks, and money laundering and market manipulation. At the
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same time, the ESMA notes that there is no special regulatory framework in this
field. To solve this issue, the ESMA proposes the following two options:
a) to implement a bespoke regime for specific types of crypto-assets, which
would allow tailoring the rules to the specific risks and issues posed by those cryptoassets that do not qualify as financial instruments or electronic money (paragraphs
182–187 of the Advice);
b) to do nothing (paragraphs 188–189 of the Advice).
The analysis of the regulatory framework indicates that the institutions of the
EU do not use the term “digital asset”. The ESMA, however, uses a more general
term “crypto-asset”, which can mean both a virtual currency and a digital token. A
digital token, in turn, is any digital representation of interest that can have value14,
right to receive benefit or performance of certain functions, or can have no specific
purpose or use.
Based on everything mentioned above, it is evident that today, there is no
specialized normative regulation of the cryptocurrency market in the EU. At the
same time, we can see prospects for future development of the legislation that will
be more comprehensive in regulating relations of circulation of crypto-assets not
only in public legal field, but also in the private one.
2.1.2. Great Britain
Today, the UK has no regulatory legal acts, which determine the foundations
of the legal regulation of cryptocurrency relations. However, officials of public
authorities (in particular, the head of the Bank of England) have repeatedly
expressed their views on the need for such regulation, which is due to objective
needs to ensure the integrity of the market and the security of the financial system.
The initiative of the Bank of England on regulating cryptocurrency relations is
determined, in particular, by the fact that in accordance with Section 2A of the Bank
14

Value is worth, utility, or importance, which can also be expressed by different measurement units depending on
the area of practical use of such a value and the ecosystem in which such a value exists.
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of England Act of 1998, the Bank of England is responsible both for protecting and
enhancing the stability of the UK financial system.
In the UK, issues related to taxation of cryptocurrencies are relevant today. UK
supervisory authorities (Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs) state that
“cryptocurrencies have a unique identity and cannot therefore be directly compared
to any other form of investment activity or payment mechanism”. The taxation of
income obtained from operations with cryptocurrencies directly depends on the
“type and subjective composition of such relations.” Thus, value added tax (VAT)
should be levied on transactions related to the sale of goods and services in exchange
for cryptocurrencies.
Corporate tax rules apply to the income and losses of enterprises through
transactions

on

currency

exchanges,

including

transactions

related

to

cryptocurrencies. The UK regulatory authorities assert that any transactions with
cryptocurrencies for tax purposes should be considered as any other transactions
regulated by the current corporate tax rules, and any income obtained as the result
of such transactions should be taxed accordingly. It should also be noted that in the
UK, a natural person, who has received income from transactions with
cryptocurrencies, in particular, must pay a capital gain tax.
An important step in the digital economy development was the publication of
the Digital Strategy by the British government on March 1, 2017, which sets out the
government’s desire to make the UK the best place in the world to start and develop
a digital business, in particular by testing new technologies such as DLT.
Due to the fact that the cryptoasset market is developing rapidly, thereby
causing both positive and negative aspects, the Chancellor of the Exchequer created
the Cryptoassets Taskforce in March 2018, which includes Her Majesty’s Treasury,
the Financial Conduct Authority (hereinafter referred to as the “FCA”), and Bank of
England. The creation of this Taskforce is due to the fact that the government has
set to itself the task of making the UK economy the most innovative in the world
and maintaining its position as one of the global leading financial centers.
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As a result of this task, in October 2018, the Taskforce published the
“Cryptoassets Taskforce: final report”, which outlined the UK’s policy and regulatory
approach to cryptoassets and a distributed ledger technology (DLT). The Report
identified risks and potential advantages of cryptoassets, potential losses, and a plan
for regulating relations regarding cryptoassets in the UK and detailed the various
types of activities that need to be assessed for regulation.
According to paragraph 2.9 of this Report, cryptoassets are one application of
DLT. Taking into account that there is not a single widely agreed definition of a
cryptoasset, the Taskforce defines this term as “a cryptographically secured digital
representation of value or contractual rights that uses some type of DLT and can be
transferred, stored or traded electronically” in paragraph 2.10. Cryptoassets include
Bitcoin, Litecoin and other cryptocurrencies, as well as those issued through the
Initial Coin Offering (ICO), i.e. tokens.
The Taskforce distinguished three broad types of cryptoassets:
 exchange tokens, which are often referred to as “cryptocurrencies”, such
as Bitcoin, Litecoin, etc. They utilize a DLT platform and are not issued
or backed by a central bank or other central body. They do not provide
the types of rights or access provided by security or utility tokens, but
are used as a means of exchange or for investment;
 security tokens are the amount equal to a “specified investment”, as set
out in the Financial Services and Markets Act (2000). They may provide
rights such as ownership, repayment of a specific sum of money or
entitlement to a share in future profits. They may also be transferable
securities or financial instruments under the EU’s Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive (MiFID II);
 utility tokens can be redeemed for access to a specific product or service
that is typically provided using a DLT platform.
Taking into account that the above-mentioned types of cryptoassets vary in the
rights they grant their owners, as well as in their actual and potential uses, the
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Taskforce has developed a framework that takes into account the different uses of
three different types of cryptoassets. Thus, cryptoassets are typically used:
a) as a means of exchange, functioning as a decentralized tool to enable the
buying and selling of goods and services or to facilitate regulated payment services;
b) for investments, when firms and consumers gain direct exposure by holding
and trading cryptoassets, or indirect exposure by holding and trading financial
instruments that reference cryptoassets;
c) to support capital raising and/or the creation of decentralized networks
through Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs).
The Taskforce also notes that although cryptoassets can be used as a means of
exchange, they are not considered currency or money and are not used as a unit of
account (paragraph 2.13 of the Report).
In January 2019, the FCA published on its official website the
Recommendations “Guidance on Cryptoassets”. In July 2019, the final version of
the Guidance taking into account the received comments was published.
It is worth noting that in the UK the term “digital asset” is not enshrined at the
legislative level and is not in circulation when the relevant acts in this area are
developed. Authorized entities and competent institutions use the term
“cryptoasset”, including also cryptocurrencies. However, the EU and the UK have a
slightly different approach to classifying types/groups of cryptoassets. If the ESMA
divides them into investment (investment-type crypto-asset), payment (paymenttype crypto-asset) and utility (utility-type crypto-asset) types, then the FCA
distinguishes the following groups of cryptoassets: exchange tokens, security tokens,
utility tokens.
2.1.3. Republic of Cyprus
Today, the Republic of Cyprus (hereinafter referred to as “Cyprus”) does not
have specialized national legal norms determining the legal basis of the
cryptocurrency market’s functioning. The Central Bank of Cyprus takes a position
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that cryptocurrencies cannot be viewed as a payment instrument envisioned by the
national legislation, which is why there are no mechanisms that would determine the
way of compensating losses from operations of cryptocurrencies, while their price
is volatile.
On March 18, 2014, the website of the Central Bank of Cyprus published a joint
Announcement by the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Energy, Commerce,
Industry and Tourism and the Central Bank of Cyprus, in relation to virtual
currencies. The purpose of this Announcement was to draw the attention of the
public to the risks associated with the purchase, holding or trading of virtual
currencies (such as bitcoin), which are not legal tender nor financial instruments.
This Announcement gives a definition of virtual currencies, which are “nonregulated digital products, which are not issued by a central bank. They can only be
used as a medium of exchange for products in a limited trading network”.
It should be mentioned that the operations with cryptocurrencies (purchase,
exchange, etc.) in Cyprus are not forbidden. However, operations with
cryptocurrencies performed by both natural persons and legal entities are subject to
taxation. Participants in business relations are extensively using cryptocurrencies in
various sectors of the economy. In October 2017, the Cyprus Securities and
Exchange Commission (hereinafter referred to as the “CySEC”) clarified the
requirements for investment companies acting in the country and providing services
related to virtual currencies and derivatives, where they act as an underlying asset,
in particular, in contracts for differences (hereinafter referred to as “CFDs”).
The CySEC has basically performed the localization of providing investment
services related to virtual currencies specifying the need to conduct legal
examinations for compliance of such investment products with the established
requirements of each jurisdiction.
In its Announcement of February 14, 2018, the CySEC again addressed the
definition of virtual currencies, cryptocurrencies in particular, stating that they are a
digital representation of value that is neither issued nor guaranteed by a central bank
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or public authority and does not have the legal status of currency or money. They
are highly risky, generally not backed by any tangible assets and unregulated under
EU law, and do not, therefore, offer any legal protection to consumers.
On May 15, 2018, the CySEC issued a Circular (C268), which states that based
on the decision of the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) dated
March 27, 2018 on including CFDs on virtual currencies into the scope of product
intervention measures, CFDs on virtual currencies are considered as financial
instruments in accordance with the Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council 2014/65/ЕU dated May 15, 2014 on markets in financial instruments.
Paragraph 3 of the provision A of the Circular states that virtual currencies may
constitute an underlying variable in other derivative contracts including CFDs,
options and futures, which are generalized as the “Derivative on Virtual Currencies”.
Therefore, the CySEC noted that any activity related to virtual currencies is not
currently regulated by the CySEC, unless a virtual currency meets the criteria and
falls under the existing regulatory framework as per the CySEC’s Announcement
dated November 15, 2017. However, Derivatives on Virtual Currencies can now be
qualified as financial instruments under the Directive 2014/65/ЕU. Therefore,
depending on their specific characteristics and use, providing investment services in
relation to derivatives on virtual currencies will require specific authorisation by the
CySEC.
The above-mentioned analysis indicates that Cyprus does not have specific
regulation of the field of circulation of cryptocurrencies. However, Cyprus, as a
member of the EU, must apply binding acts issued by the EU institutions, including
the ones related to virtual currencies. Therefore, the authorized entities, particularly
the CySEC, refer to the Directives of the EU, which must be used in the process of
regulating the corresponding relations in Cyprus, in their acts.
As for digital assets, this term is not defined in the current legislation of Cyprus
and is not used by authorized entities in the process of developing the regulatory
framework.
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2.1.4. Republic of Malta
Malta is one of the first EU member states to develop a comprehensive
legislation on the regulation of cryptocurrency legal relations. At the end of 2018,
three regulatory acts came into force: Bill No. 43 Innovative Technology
Arrangements and Services Act; Bill No. 44 Virtual Financial Assets Act; Bill
No. 45 Malta Digital Innovation Authority Act.
Bill No. 43 defines the registration procedure for blockchain platforms and
related contracts, establishes the foundation for certification procedures conducted
by the Malta Digital Innovation Authority regarding blockchain platforms.
Bill No. 45 envisions the creation of the Malta Digital Innovation Authority to
develop the shared vision, skills and other qualities regarding technological
innovations including distributed or decentralized technology, performing
regulatory functions related to innovative technologies, mechanisms and services
connected to them, as well as solving other issues.
The preliminary statement of Bill No. 44 states that it is aimed at regulating
virtual financial assets (hereinafter referred to as “VFA”) and the field of initial VFA
offerings, as well as that the Act makes provisions for issues ancillary or incidental
in this field.
When giving the definition to the term “distributed ledger technology”
(hereinafter referred to as “DLT”), the Virtual Financial Assets Act classifies the
following as a DLT asset: virtual token, VFA, electronic money, financial
instruments. In turn, VFA means any form of digital medium recordation that is used
as a digital medium of exchange, unit of account, or store of value and that is not
electronic money, financial instrument or virtual token. Virtual token is a form of
digital medium recordation that has no utility, value or application outside of the
DLT platform on which it was issued and may only be redeemed for funds on such
platform directly by the issuer of such DLT asset. Comparison of the terms “virtual
token” and VFA according to the legislation of Malta allows only identifying the
similarities and distinctions between them. The similarities include:
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a) they are types of DLT assets;
b) they are records in the digital space.
Distinctions include the fact that a virtual token is not a means of representing
a value, it is used exclusively within the corresponding platform, is subject to
exchange for money by the issuer of the asset only within this platform, whereas a
VFA is used as a digital medium of exchange, accounting unit or a measure of value.
The analysis of the legally accepted definition of a VFA indicates that this term
implies cryptocurrency and not a digital asset per se. From a theoretical point of
view, a digital asset is considered as a resource in which relevant information is
reflected, that is, it is neither a digital medium of exchange, nor a unit of accounting,
nor a means of preserving assets. A digital asset is derivative of the right15 to a value,
for example, of the right of ownership of digitized property. This means that a
person, who, by right of ownership, owns the relevant property, moves it to the
digital space through digitization. The property changes its status to a digital asset.
The tangible attribute of real property is unacceptable for the digital space, therefore,
in the digital field, such property is regarded as an information resource16 the value
of which is derivative of the ownership of real assets. Therefore, even though
Maltese legislation does not directly define the term “cryptocurrency”, it does so
indirectly through the VFA category.
2.1.5. Federal Republic of Germany
The issues related to ensuring legal regulation of the cryptocurrency market are
also relevant for the Federal Republic of Germany (hereinafter referred to as
“Germany”). The Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (hereinafter referred to
as “BaFin”) views virtual currencies as innovative means of payment that have

15

Derivative of the right is a property of the object, giving its owner the right, which is formed from the right to a
value.
16
Information resource is information structured and organized in a certain way, recorded on a tangible medium.
This information can be stored, transferred, used and replenished. The information resource has the properties of
practical significance and usefulness, as well as the possibility of multiple use.
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various names at national and international levels. They are called virtual, digital,
alternative currencies or cryptocurrencies, money or coins, etc.
The issue of determining the legal nature of virtual currencies is still open for
BaFin. According to this institution, Bitcoin is a specific accounting unit that can be
defined as a financial instrument in accordance with the Federal Law “On the Credit
System”. At the same time, virtual currencies are not legal tender, currencies, foreign
currencies or coins. They are also not electronic funds according to the Federal Law
“On the Supervision of Payment Services”.
According to the general rule, natural persons and legal entities that conduct
business activity on cryptocurrency markets (buy and sell tokens on a commercial
basis, broker services on cryptocurrency trading online platforms) must first go
through the authorization by BaFin.
In February 2018, BaFin published the information on regulatory evaluation of
ICOs, tokens and cryptocurrency. In particular, it mentioned that the companies that
participate in ICOs in every specific case must conduct the evaluation as to whether
the participation in the ICO can be classified as a financial instrument (for example,
an investment) or as relations connected to the circulation of securities and,
therefore, draw a conclusion on applying the required legislation.
In February 2018, the Federal Ministry of Finance of Germany published an
information letter on taxation of operations with cryptocurrencies with the value
added tax (VAT). The Ministry noted that the operations on exchanging traditional
currencies for cryptocurrencies and vice versa in general sense are taxable operations
(operations on the provision of services), however, they are not subject to value
added tax (VAT).
The above-mentioned authority noted that for the purpose of taxation,
cryptocurrencies must be considered as a simple payment instrument (in line with
traditional money). That is why the use of cryptocurrencies simply as a means of
payment is not subject to taxation. This legal position of the Ministry agrees with
the practice of the Court of Justice on the corresponding issue (European Court of
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Justice (ECJ) decision Skatteverket v David Hedqvist from October 22, 2015). The
Ministry also gave an evaluation to taxation of mining activity, electronic wallets
and trading platforms that operate online.
The Deutsche Bundesbank noted that cryptocurrencies cannot be classified as
virtual currencies. According to experts of the Deutsche Bundesbank,
cryptocurrencies cannot be viewed as virtual currencies or digital money because
they do not perform the standard functions of currency and are not part of the
national monetary system. However, it should be noted that this position is rather
controversial. The Deutsche Bundesbank recommends using the term “cryptotoken”
to define cryptocurrencies.
The above-mentioned indicates that the Federal Republic of Germany does not
have a special normative regulation of cryptocurrency relations. As for digital assets,
the authorized institutions do not use this term. BaFin equates the terms “virtual
currencies”, “digital currencies” and “cryptocurrencies” noting that states use
different generic terms to represent one phenomenon.
2.1.6. Kingdom of Sweden
Sweden has no special laws that would regulate the cryptocurrency market.
However, it should be noted that a number of public authorities in Sweden issued
provisions, reports and preliminary evaluations regarding their vision of essence of
a term such as “cryptocurrency” and how the corresponding category relates to the
provisions of the current legislation of Sweden in the regulatory aspect.
In particular, the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (hereinafter referred
to as the “SFSA”) defined cryptocurrencies as a category that is within its
competence. Such an approach is due to the fact that trading cryptocurrencies
(placing a cryptocurrency exchange offer is equivalent to exchange activity in the
aspect of traditional currencies) is a financial service, therefore it falls under the
requirements for mandatory reporting.
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In 2017, the SFSA published the Report on the FI’s Role Regarding Innovation
(hereinafter referred to as the “Report”), which described the role of the
corresponding institution in the field of regulating cryptocurrencies. In this Report,
ICOs are viewed as an investment project and a way of ensuring capital. At the same
time, the SFSA mentioned that their competence does not include supervision over
ICOs. The corresponding national supervisory authority noted that supervision over
ICOs must be conducted by the European Supervisory Authority in accordance with
the following regulatory acts of the EU:
а) Prospectus Directive;
b) The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID);
c) The Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD);
d) four Anti-Money Laundering Directives.
In its 2017 Report, the SFSA stated that it is not aware of cases of companies
in Sweden that would attract investments through ICOs.
In 2013, the Swedish Tax Board published a preliminary statement on taxing
operations with cryptocurrencies with the VAT. This statement mentioned that
trading cryptocurrencies is not subject to VAT. However, it noted that the
corresponding operations fall under the regulative acts of the Swedish Financial
Supervisory Authority because such operations are classified as currency relations.
The corresponding statement was appealed in the court of the Swedish Tax
Authority. It is worth noting that the Supreme Administrative Court of Sweden made
a decision that operations with cryptocurrencies are not subject to VAT (the
corresponding decision was made based on the legal position specified in the
Judgement of the Court of Justice).
In 2015, the Swedish Tax Authority published its position on how
cryptocurrencies received as a result of mining will be considered for the purposes
of taxation. If all special conditions are fulfilled, the profit from mining
cryptocurrencies will be defined as income received from hobbies, therefore, will
not be subject to taxation. However, the Swedish Supervisory Authority did not
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provide any explanations on the ability to apply the provisions of the Income Tax
Act to the profits received from operations with cryptocurrencies.
The position of the Sveriges Riksbank comes down to the idea that
cryptocurrencies are not money in its traditional understanding. Sveriges Riksbank
views digital currencies as an electronic currency (E-krona), i.e. electronic money,
the issuer of which is a state authority — central bank. In turn, the term “cryptoasset” is being equated to “cryptocurrency”. Whereas cryptocurrency cannot be
defined as money, because such an asset does not have an official issuer and
presently cannot act as an affective payment instrument.
The above-mentioned means that the authorized subjects use the terms “cryptoasset”, “cryptocurrency”, “digital currency” when solving issues in the reviewed
field, without using the term “digital asset” in this context.
2.1.7. Swiss Confederation
In the Swiss Confederation, we can observe the growth of processes related to
the implementation of cryptocurrencies into various fields of public interaction. In
particular, on November 2, 2017, the Commercial Registry Office in the canton of
Zug started accepting separate cryptocurrencies (Bitcoin and Ether) as payment of
administrative fees, as well as viewing cryptocurrencies as an investment into the
formation of a statutory capital of companies. In the city of Zug, separate municipal
services can be paid for with cryptocurrencies, for example, the service of resident
registration. Starting from January 1, 2018, the municipality of Chiasso located in
the Swiss canton of Ticino has started accepting tax payments in cryptocurrencies.
On February 16, 2018, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority
(hereinafter referred to as “FINMA”) published the Guidelines for Enquiries
Regarding the Regulatory Framework for Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs). These
Guidelines gave classifications to tokens:
а) payment tokens;
b) utility tokens;
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c) asset tokens;
d) hybrid tokens.
Cryptocurrencies were classified as payment tokens. The Guidelines also
define a set of indicators, to which tokens must correspond to be considered
securities. These Guidelines note the issue related to the application of the current
legislation in executing public relations in the field of circulation of the
corresponding tokens.
For the purposes of taxation, cryptocurrencies in Switzerland are viewed as
foreign currencies and, therefore, as a taxable item.
On January 21, 2019, the annual Geneva Blockchain Congress took place, the
results of which are in the Overview “Digital Assets — Swiss Regulatory Aspects”.
This document defines digital assets as digital representations registered in a
database as accounting units based on the distributed ledger technology (DLT),
blockchain in particular, and can “represent” virtually anything. The Overview
presents the position of FINMA regarding the classification of digital assets (tokens)
based on the functional criterion, according to which they are divided into:
1)

payment tokens, which do not raise claims against the issuer and are

intended for use either now or in the future as a payment instrument to acquire
products or services, or as a means of transferring money or value (for example,
cryptocurrency, in particular, Bitcoin, Ether);
2)

utility tokens, which provide digital access to a program or service

using the infrastructure based on the distributed ledger technology (DLT) at the
moment of issue (vouchers, mainly hybrid tokens);
3)

іnvestment or asset tokens, which comprise assets, such as promissory

notes, shares or any other claims against the issuer or a third party (shares, options,
bonds, etc.);
4)

hybrid tokens, which combine separate characteristics of digital assets

(tokens) of other classifications.
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The above-mentioned confirms that, according to FINMA, cryptocurrencies are
defined as a payment instrument and are a type of digital assets. That means that
digital asset is a general term and aside from a payment instrument (cryptocurrency)
can be considered in other meanings. However, there is currently no defined
regulatory position in the Swiss Confederation.
2.1.8. Practice of the European Court of Human Rights and European Court
of Justice
In the process of determining enforcement algorithms, judicial practice plays
an important role. Such authoritative judicial bodies include, in particular, the
European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter referred to as the “ECHR”) and the
European Court of Justice (hereinafter referred to as the “ECJ”).
In Ukraine, according to Part 1, Article 17 of the Law of Ukraine “On the
Implementation of Decisions and Application of the Practice of the European Court
of Human Rights”, in the process of legal investigation, national courts apply the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the
practice of the ECHR as a source of law.
As for the ECJ practice, it is not a source of law in the national legal system of
Ukraine. The relevant practice of the highest judicial institution of the European
Union is a source of law for EU member states. At the same time, an analysis of the
ECJ judicial practice provides an opportunity to analyze the features of the
regulation of cryptocurrency circulation relations within the European community.
Due to the concreteness of the ECJ practice (the availability of decisions
connected to the relations concerning the circulation of cryptocurrencies), we should
consider the approaches of the relevant judicial authority to characterizing the legal
nature of cryptocurrencies. The Judgement of the ECJ dated October 22, 2015 on
the case С-264/14 Skatteverket v David Hedqvist was the defining factor in the
context of the relevant issue. In this case, the Supreme Administrative Court of
Sweden, in accordance with Article 267 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
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European Union, turned to the ECJ regarding the explanation on defining the object
being taxed with the value added tax for the operations on exchanging
cryptocurrencies. The key points that were recorded in this Judgement are:
а) Bitcoin addresses are equivalent to bank accounts;
b) cryptocurrencies are means of payment;
c) cryptocurrencies are not tangible property according to Article 14 of the
Directive of the EU “On EU’s Common System of Value Added Tax (VAT)”;
d) operations on selling and purchasing Bitcoins are not subject to VAT.
Based on the above-mentioned Judgement of the ECJ, we see that virtual
currency is a contractual (p. 41) payment instrument (p. 25; 41), is not tangible
property (p. 24), cannot be considered as a current or deposit account, payment or
transfer (p. 41). At the same time, the Bitcoin virtual currency is neither a security
that confirms the property right, nor any similar security (p. 55), has no other
purpose than being a payment instrument, it is accepted by certain operators for that
purpose (p. 52).
The term “digital asset” is not used in this Judgement of the Court of Justice.
The only passing mention is in paragraph 12, where the Supreme Administrative
Court of Sweden, when citing the report of the European Central Bank on virtual
currencies from 2012, states that virtual currencies can be defined as a type of
unregulated digital money issued and controlled by its developers and accepted by
the members of a specific virtual community. However, the term “digital money” is
not the same as “digital asset” because the latter is a general category, which can
simultaneously include digital money.
Taking the above-mentioned into account, according to the ECJ, digital money
as an element of a digital asset is a general term that contains virtual currency, one
of the types of which includes Bitcoin, a payment-type cryptocurrency.
Based on the fact that the practice of the ECJ is mandatory for application for
national courts of the EU member states, there is clarity in the field of tax
enforcement. Thus, operations on exchanging cryptocurrencies will not be viewed
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as the ones that cause the emergence of an object of taxation subject to the value
added tax.
It is worth noting that prior to the mentioned Judgement, the prevailing position
was the doctrinal one, according to which cryptocurrency was viewed as property.
Thus, in the practice of the ECJ, in particular, in the Judgement dated January 22,
2013 in the case С-283/11 Sky Österreich GmbH v Österreichischer Rundfunk (the
corresponding Judgement is not directly connected to the relations on the circulation
of cryptocurrencies), it was noted that property should be understood as “all rights
that have a value characteristic of assets and therefore create the legal foundation for
executing the relevant rights by the subject they belong to autonomously and in their
interests (essentially, executing such property rights in one’s favor)”.
In this case, it has to be stated that any cryptocurrency has a specific value
characteristic, which is determined by its market value. However, defining
cryptocurrencies using categories such as “property” or “product” is unlikely to be
progressive. As of today, the conclusions drawn by the ECJ on the case
Skatteverket v David Hedqvist correspond to the substantive characteristics of most
cryptocurrencies.
As already noted, at the same time, the ECJ practice in Ukraine is not binding
and can only be considered as an authoritative source of law (a source of law that is
not binding but has the potential to modernize law enforcement practice). However,
the ECHR’s practice is a binding source of law in Ukraine. To date, in the ECHR’s
practice there are no decisions that would contain any legal positions regarding the
legal nature of cryptocurrencies.
It should be noted that a number of legal positions of the ECHR (legal positions
regarding the definition of property) can guarantee protection of rights and interests
of persons that a certain type of cryptocurrency belongs to. Thus, according to the
practice of the ECHR, property is anything that has economic value (value
representation) for participants in civil circulation and can be transferred from one
person to another. The ECHR considers economic value as one of the main criteria
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when solving the issue of existence of the actual property right object. As an example
of this point, we can take the judgment on the case Bramelid and Anne Marie
Malmström v. Sweden. In this case, we should note that cryptocurrency has
economic value designated in its market price, therefore, it is an object of civil rights
with all corresponding characteristics. The right to the corresponding object of civil
rights can also be protected if the subject of such right turns to the court.
The Judgement of the ECHR dated June 13, 1979 in Marckx v. Belgium can
serve as the substantiation of existence of legal basis of cryptocurrency transactions.
This decision of the ECHR states that the right to dispose of one’s property is a
traditional and the main aspect of the property right. This means that without the
ability to dispose of the property that belongs to a person, such property right will
be “incomplete”.
If the person has a property right to the units of cryptocurrency that he/she
owns, such a person has the right to freely dispose of such property. Therefore,
operations on exchanging cryptocurrencies that take place in civil (business)
circulation, in the absence of a direct prohibition of such operations within national
legislation, must be viewed as legal, ones that create the corresponding legal
consequences for the parties of such transactions and are aimed at complete and
consistent execution of a set of rights that belong to the owners of such
cryptocurrencies.
2.2. Legal Regulation of Cryptocurrency and Digital Assets in
Eastern Europe
2.2.1. Ukraine
The Ukrainian legislation currently does not have a single provision aimed at
regulating relations that arise from circulation of digital assets and cryptocurrencies.
The first step towards legal regulation of the mentioned field was made on
September 14, 2018, when, at the initiative of twenty-three people’s deputies of
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Ukraine, Draft Law “On Amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine Regarding the
Taxation of Transactions with Virtual Assets” No. 9083 was entered into the
Apparatus of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine (hereinafter referred to as the “VRU”).
This Draft Law provides for amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine
(hereinafter referred to as the “TC of Ukraine”), therefore, based on paragraph 5.1
of Article 5 of the TC of Ukraine, the terms, which the TC of Ukraine will be
supplemented with should this law be adopted, will be used exclusively to regulate
relations that arise in the field of charging taxes and fees.
Draft Law No. 9083 does not specify the term “digital asset” separately, using
the category “virtual asset” in its place, which is any form of record within the
distributed ledger of records in digital form and can be used as a medium of
exchange, accounting unit or means of storing value.
The proposed meanings of the term “virtual asset” are cryptocurrencies and
asset tokens. This means that the initiators of Draft Law No. 9083 view “virtual
asset” as a general term, which includes cryptocurrencies and asset tokens.
Cryptocurrency is defined as a virtual asset in the form of a token that functions
as a medium of exchange or storing value. Whereas an asset token is a virtual asset
in the form of a token that confirms property and/or non-property rights of the token
owner corresponding to the obligations of the token issuer. The crucial component
of the reviewed terms is “token”, which Draft Law No. 9083 describes as a digital
unit of account within the distributed ledger of records in digital form, which has
cryptographic protection.
The Opinion of the Leading Scientific and Expert Department of the Verkhovna
Rada Secretariat states that the terminological apparatus of Draft Law No. 9083 is
classified as one that needs improving. In particular, it notes that the proposed
definitions of “virtual assets”, “cryptocurrency” and “asset tokens” are too broad and
do not allow for a clear definition of an object of taxation by distinguishing it from
other objects of civil rights, first and foremost, from the ones similar in essence —
electronic money or securities.
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In September 2018, Draft Law “On Amendments to the Tax Code of Ukraine
Regarding the Taxation of Transactions with Virtual Assets” No. 9083-1 was
introduced as an alternative to Draft Law No. 9083.
Even though the alternative Draft Law uses the term “digital asset”, it does not
provide its official definition and, unlike Draft Law No. 9083, does not define virtual
assets, only mentioning that they include tokens and cryptocurrencies. Draft Law
No. 9083-1 defines “cryptocurrency” as an intangible digital asset that determines
units of value, the direct property right to which is recorded in accordance with the
records in the distributed ledger of transactions (blockchain). In turn, token is
defined as a record in the distributed ledger of transactions (blockchain), which
confirms the existence of the claim right or property right of the owner to the objects
of civil right.
Draft Laws No. 9083 and No. 9083-1 give different meanings to the similar
reviewed terms, which is why it is important to note the differences between them.
Firstly, the types of virtual assets according to Draft Law No. 9083 are
cryptocurrencies and asset tokens, whereas according to Draft Law No. 9083-1 —
tokens and cryptocurrencies. Secondly, the main Draft Law does not classify a token
as a type of virtual assets, but defines it as a digital unit of account within the
distributed ledger of records, while the alternative classifies it as virtual assets and
defines it as a record in the distributed ledger of transactions (blockchain). Thirdly,
Draft Law No. 9083 specifies the term cryptocurrency regardless of the essential
characteristics and its form, whereas Draft Law No. 9083-1 focuses more on the
essence noting that cryptocurrency is an intangible digital asset, which determines
units of value. Fourthly, the definition of cryptocurrency in the main Draft Law
indicates its functional purpose as a means of exchanging or storing value, while the
alternative Draft Law has no connection to the functions.
At the beginning of February 2019, both Draft Laws were entered into the
agenda of the session of the VRU, which is confirmed by the Decision of the VRU
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“On the Agenda of the Tenth Session of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of the
Eighth Convocation”.
The legal fate of the given Draft Laws has not been decided yet, and it is hard
to predict how the implementation of such changes into tax legislation will develop
in the future. However, we have to focus on the fact that Ukraine has no special
legislation regarding digital assets and cryptocurrencies defining their legal nature
regardless of tax legislation.
2.2.2. Republic of Belarus
The Republic of Belarus (hereinafter referred to as “Belarus”) is one of the
leaders in the field of providing normative regulation of public relations that arise in
the cryptocurrency market. Decree No. 8 of the President of the Republic of Belarus
“On the Development of the Digital Economy” dated December 21, 2017
(hereinafter referred to as the “Decree”) is the specialized legal act that specifies the
legal basis of activities on circulation of cryptocurrencies, mining and blockchain
technology.
The Decree was issued in order to ensure systematic development of the High
Technologies Park, field of innovations and creation of the modern digital economy
in Belarus. Appendix No. 1 to the Decree specifies a number of used terms and their
definitions, which include: “cryptoplatform operator”, “virtual wallet”, “owner of a
digital unit (token)”, “cryptocurrency”, “mining”, “cryptocurrency exchange
operator”, “listing of digital units (tokens)”, “ledger of transaction blocks
(blockchain)”, “smart contract”, “technological mode”, “digital unit (token)”.
According to paragraph 4 of Appendix No. 1 to the Decree, cryptocurrency is
defined as Bitcoin, any other digital unit (token), which is used in international
circulation as a universal means of exchange. Provision 12 of this Appendix
characterizes a digital unit (token) as a record in the ledger of transaction blocks
(blockchain), any other distributed information system, which confirms the
existence of rights of the owner of a digital unit (token) to the objects of civil rights
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and/or is a cryptocurrency. In turn, the ledger of transaction blocks (blockchain) is
a sequence of blocks with information on operations that occurred in the distributed
decentralized information system that uses cryptographic ways of protecting
information, which is built based on the specified algorithms in such a system.
The Decree specifies the rights and duties of both natural persons and legal
entities in the field of circulation of cryptocurrencies. Thus, legal entities are given
the right to own tokens and perform various operations, which include:
 creation and listing of own tokens in Belarus and abroad through the
resident of the High Technologies Park that performs this type of
activity;
 storage of tokens in virtual wallets;
 acquisition, alienation of tokens and other deals (operations), etc.
through cryptoplatform operators, cryptocurrency exchange operators,
other residents of the High Technologies Park that perform this type of
activity.
It is worth noting that the corresponding list of operations is not exhaustive,
which influences the “adaptation” of the normative regulation to the relations, which
constantly develop and change in the specified field.
As for natural persons, they have the right to own tokens and perform the
following operations:
 mining;
 storage of tokens in virtual wallets;
 exchange tokens for other tokens, alienation for Belarusian rubles,
foreign currency, electronic money, as well as gifting or testament of
tokens.
At the same time, mining activity that is performed by natural persons without
involving other natural persons (based on employment or commercial contracts),
cannot be defined as a business activity, while the tokens themselves are not subject
to declaration. The Decree also defines the rights in the field of cryptocurrency
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market for subjects such as individual entrepreneurs, residents of the High
Technologies Park, which are given the rights equal to the rights of legal entities in
the corresponding field.
The Decree introduces a number of tax benefits (temporary tax benefits, until
January 1, 2023) for the income tax, personal income tax, value added tax, tax under
the simplified taxation system regarding the income received from business activity
on circulation of cryptocurrencies.
It should also be noted that crypto platform operators are given the right to
adopt local legal acts aimed at regulating their activities, which, in particular,
include:
 rules governing token trading;
 procedure for admitting participants to trading and exclusion of specific
participants from trading;
 rules for admission of tokens to trading.
Thus, cryptocurrency is characterized by the following features:
 it is a Bitcoin or other digital unit (token) in the corresponding
information system;
 it is used in international circulation;
 it is a universal medium of exchange, which allows exchanging tokens
for other tokens, alienation for Belarusian rubles, foreign currency, and
electronic money;
 it is not defined as a means of payment;
 it indicates that the owner has civil rights;
 access to it is limited by using cryptographic methods of information
protection.
It should be noted that neither the Decree itself, nor the four appendices to it
use the term “digital asset”. However, from the title of the Decree and its preamble,
which states that the purpose of the adoption of the act is, among other things, the
construction of the digital economy, we can conclude that the act is aimed at
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establishing statutory regulation of digital assets, which are cryptocurrencies, since
the latter are objects of the digital economy. This is confirmed by the following facts.
From a theoretical point of view, a digital asset is an information resource. In turn,
cryptocurrency is a corresponding digital unit (token); a digital unit (token) is a
record in the ledger of transaction blocks (blockchain), which is a sequence of
information blocks about transactions carried out in such a system. Therefore, the
initial category is exactly information, since, from the opposite point of view, the set
of relevant information (sequence of blocks) is displayed as a record in the ledger;
the record is a digital unit (token), that is, cryptocurrency. Secondly, a digital asset
is derivative of the right to a value. In turn, cryptocurrency can be purchased on the
basis of a contract of sale for Belarusian rubles, foreign currency, electronic money
or it can be inherited, or received as a gift. For whatever reason a person obtains
cryptocurrency, it will be determined as an indirect value for such a person, since
he/she gets the opportunity, among other things, to sell cryptocurrency and receive
real value i.e. the national currency of Belarus or foreign currency. However, it is
worth noting that a person does not have the opportunity within the territory of
Belarus to directly purchase the relevant property, for example, an apartment, for
cryptocurrency. In this case, the following mechanism is used:
 sale of cryptocurrency;
 receiving real currency for it;
 purchasing an apartment.
At the same time, a person is not limited in the right to directly purchase an
apartment in another state if cryptocurrency is recognized as legal tender there. The
above-mentioned indicates that, in the understanding of Belarusian law,
cryptocurrency is covered by the concept of a digital asset.
2.2.3. Russian Federation
Today, the Russian Federation (hereinafter referred to as “Russia”) is one of
the states that try to define the basis for normative regulation of the market of digital
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assets and cryptocurrencies at the legislative level. On May 20, 2018, the State Duma
of Russia adopted the Decision “On Federal Draft Law No. 419059-7 ‘On Digital
Financial Assets’”, according to which the Draft Law No. 419059-7 was approved
during the first reading and sent to the authorized subjects for amendments.
This draft law proposes definitions of a number of terms including “digital
financial

asset”,

“distributed

ledger

of

digital

transactions”,

“mining”,

“cryptocurrency”, “token”, “smart contract”, etc.
Thus, digital financial asset (hereinafter referred to as “DFA”) is property in
electronic form created using encryption (cryptography). Property right to this
property is confirmed by entering digital records into the ledger of digital
transactions. Digital financial assets include cryptocurrencies and tokens. Such
assets are not legal tender in Russia.
Taking into account the above-mentioned definition, as well as a
comprehensive analysis of other provisions of the above-mentioned draft law and
the relevant industry legislation of the Russian Federation, the following features of
DFA can be distinguished. Firstly, DFA is property in electronic form, i.e. it is in
circulation exclusively in electronic space, meanwhile access to it is provided
through special computer systems. Secondly, DFA was created using encryption
(cryptography). According to the decision of the Russian government dated April
16, 2012 No. 313, encryption tools are software-, hardware- and software-hardwarebased encryption (cryptographic) tools that implement algorithms of cryptographic
transformation of information to restrict access to it when storing, processing and
transferring such information. This proves that restricting access to such property
when storing, processing and transferring is a mandatory condition for the operation
of the DFA. Thirdly, DFA belongs to a person exclusively by the property right.
Fourthly, property right to such property is confirmed by entering digital records
(information on DFA) into the ledger of digital transactions, i.e. into the
systematized database, which is created for the corresponding period of time.
Fifthly, DFA is not recognized as legal tender in Russia. Sixthly, DFA owners have
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the right to conclude agreements on exchanging one type of a DFA for another type
of a DFA and/or exchanging DFA for rubles, foreign currency and/or other property
only through the DFA exchange operator.
The definition of a DFA clearly shows that this asset is compared to
cryptocurrencies and tokens as a whole and a part, since the latter is considered as
types of DFAs according to the initiators of the draft law.
Cryptocurrency is characterized as a type of a DFA, which is created and
recorded in the distributed ledger of digital transactions by participants in this ledger
in accordance with the rules of keeping this ledger. At the same time, token is a type
of a DFA, which is issued by a legal entity or an individual entrepreneur (issuer) in
order to attract financing and is recorded in the ledger of digital records.
The draft law also determines the process of issuing tokens and unique features
of circulation of a DFA. Meanwhile, it should be noted that if the draft law is
adopted, participating in ICOs will be limited to only qualified investors, except for
the cases specified by the Central Bank of Russia. Therefore, tokens and
cryptocurrencies are defined as property (are not legal tender). The exchange of
tokens and cryptocurrencies is proposed to be permitted only through authorized
operators.
In the aspect of regulating the relations in this field, another important law is
the Federal Law of Russia “On Amendments to Parts One, Two and Article 1124 of
Part Three of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation No. 34-ФЗ”, adopted on
March 12, 2019, which came into force in October 2019. According to Provision 3
of this law, chapter 6 of the Civil Code of Russia is supplemented by article 1411,
which states that digital rights are binding rights and other rights specified in the
law, the essence and conditions for exercising which are determined in accordance
with the rules of the information system and correspond to the indicators established
by law. Meanwhile, digital rights were recognized as objects of civil rights, a type
of property rights. The law states that digital rights can be alienated without the
agreement of the issuer, pawned, bequeathed and can revert their collection. The law
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establishes the regulatory framework based on the principle of technological
neutrality, which allows creating the fundamental conditions for introducing acts
into the legislation that would regulate the issue and circulation of digital rights, as
well as simplifies the process of making deals in electronic form. It is worth noting
that the category of digital rights is still not well-defined, since the full functioning
of this act is impossible without the adoption of the Draft Law “On Digital Financial
Assets”.
2.2.4. Republic of Moldova
Moldova is one of the countries that has no legal regulation of digital assets and
cryptocurrencies. In addition, the term “digital asset” is absent in conversations,
while the term “virtual assets” is used instead. Such a statement can be made based
on an analysis of information from the official Internet resources of the regulator —
the National Bank of Moldova.
The National Bank of Moldova (hereinafter referred to as the “NBM”) has
repeatedly published messages on its official website warning about the risks arising
from the use of virtual assets, cryptocurrencies in particular.
Thus, on July 10, 2017, the NBM’s website first published the message “Virtual
Currency and Its Associated Risks”. The NBM noted that Moldova does not have
legal regulation of “virtual currencies”, they are not a form of electronic money
within the context of the Law on Payment Services and Electronic Money No. 114
dated May 18, 2012, and the activity on issuing and concluding agreements using
them is not supervised by authorized state bodies.
The message generalizes the features inherent in virtual currencies, which, in
particular: represent a digital value; are not issued; are not backed by a central bank
or government; do not depend on national currencies; are used by natural persons
and legal entities as an alternative to money; can be transferred, stored or alienated
electronically.
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The NBM identified two blocks of risks related to virtual currencies. Those are
risks of general (threat to the integrity of the financial system) and individual (threat
to the interests of a user) nature. Risks of general nature are risks related to: money
laundering and financing of terrorism; financial crimes; the use of virtual money to
sell prohibited products, etc. Risks of individual nature include: fraud when
executing conversion operations; high commissions and unprofitable exchange rate
during conversion; fraud with electronic wallets; loss of personal data; “freezing” of
the sum by the exchange platform when converting virtual currencies into standard
currencies; loss of sums in case of bankruptcy of the exchange platform; high level
of volatility of the exchange rate, at which virtual money can be exchanged; absence
of guarantees that virtual currencies will be accepted by sellers, etc.
In February 2018, the NBM published a message on its website on the topic
“NBM Warns about High Risks of Investing in Cryptocurrencies”. This message has
important terminological and essential meaning, since it reflects the approach of the
NBM to comparing the studied related categories.
After analyzing the information provided on the NBM official website
regarding the riskiness of cryptocurrency transactions, the following conclusions can
be drawn. Firstly, the NBM again expresses its opinion set out in the message dated
July 10, 2017, regarding “the so-called cryptocurrencies named “virtual
currencies”. Secondly, the NBM notes that investing in these assets has a high level
of risk. Thirdly, on the basis of the technical characteristics of virtual currencies,
increased volatility and the absence of standards protecting investors, the NBM
recommends taking a careful decision to invest in such assets.
That is, the NBM equates the terms “cryptocurrency”, “virtual currency”,
“virtual asset” (the words “these” and “similar” are attached to the word “asset”,
which means “virtual asset”, although this term is not directly mentioned).
An interview with NBM President Sergiu Cioclea, which took the form of
providing answers to questions from representatives of the media, was published on
the official website of the NBM on August 9, 2018. As part of this interview, it was
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noted that the terms “virtual money” or “crypto money” are the synonyms for
“cryptocurrency”. However, according to NBM President, cryptocurrency is not
money, but a virtual or electronic asset.
In September 2018, the NBM distributed a message called “Clarification of the
regulatory and authorization position of the virtual currency”, in which it confirmed
its position that virtual currency is not a currency in the general sense of the term,
but instead is a virtual asset without real coverage and backing, which does not allow
accepting it as means of payment and means of reimbursement by the monetary
authorities.
Analyzing this situation and the absence of normative regulation concerning
the issues of circulation of cryptocurrencies, virtual currencies, as well as digital
assets, the following conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, as officially explained by
the NBM, cryptocurrency and virtual currency are used as tools for investing. At the
same time, the concept and legal nature of a digital asset does not imply the
procedure of the implementation of investment activities. That is, in relation to
digital assets, it is generally impossible to talk about their investment focus and
regulation by investment legislation. Secondly, the NBM makes a logical conclusion
that cryptocurrency and virtual currency are unbacked. At the same time, regarding
digital assets, we can definitely speak about their backing not only by real assets, but
also by other mechanisms. Thirdly, a digital asset is not a means of payment in the
classical sense but gives a person the right to claim against another person, which
also distinguishes the term “digital asset” from the terms “cryptocurrency” and
“virtual currency”.
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2.3. Legal Regulation of Cryptocurrencies and Digital Assets in the United
States of America
2.3.1. Securities Law
The specifics of the US legislation system are determined by the administrative
territorial structure of this state. The United States is a federation with a two-tier
system of legislation: federal legislation and the legislation of its constituent entities.
At the federal level, there is currently no normative regulation of issues
regarding digital assets and cryptocurrencies. The states at their own discretion
determine the legal nature and official status of these phenomena.
There is a special form of codes in the USA, which means creating unified acts
in order to ensure the integrity of normative regulation of the corresponding field of
common law at the state level. The development of such acts is done by the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) known as the
Uniform Law Commission (hereinafter referred to as the “ULC”).
In 2014, the ULC developed the Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets
Act (hereinafter referred to as the “Uniform Digital Assets Act”), which was revised
in 2015. The corresponding Law was adopted by 42 states (in 2016 — Wyoming,
Maryland, South Carolina, Colorado, North Carolina, Washington, Florida,
Tennessee, Indiana, Hawaii, Oregon, Arizona, Idaho, Nebraska, Minnesota,
Connecticut, Michigan, Illinois, New York, Wisconsin; in 2017 — Iowa, Kansas,
New Mexico, Texas, Montana, Mississippi, Ohio, Arkansas, Virginia, Vermont,
Alabama, Utah, South Dakota, North Dakota, Alaska, New Jersey, Nevada; in 2018
— Georgia, West Virginia, Maine, Missouri, U.S. Virgin Islands). Since 2019, this
Act has been reviewed in the legislative authorities of Massachusetts and New
Hampshire.
In accordance with paragraph 10 of Section 2 of the Uniform Digital Assets
Act, “digital asset” means an electronic record in which an individual has a right or
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interest. The term does not include an underlying asset or liability unless the asset
or liability is itself an electronic record.
According to paragraph 11 of Section 2 of the Uniform Digital Assets Act, the
term “electronic” means relating to technology having electrical, digital, magnetic,
wireless, optical, electromagnetic, or similar capabilities (hereinafter referred to as
“electronic capabilities”). According to paragraph 22 of Section 2 of that same Act,
“record” means information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or that is stored
in an electronic or other medium and is retrievable in perceivable form.
Cambridge dictionary defines “underlying asset” as the assets on which another
investment product is based, for example, the shares on a stock market in which an
investment fund has put money: demand for most investment trusts is low, as the
price has fallen below the value of the underlying assets. As mentioned in the
comments on the Act, underlying asset means funds held in an online bank account.
Taking the above-mentioned into account, we can specify the following
features of a digital asset:
 it is an electronic record, i.e. information that has electronic capabilities;
 it confirms the right or interest of a person in the electronic record;
 it does not have an underlying asset, i.e. funds that are stored in an online
bank account or obligations unless the asset or liability is itself an
electronic record;
 it is information recorded on a tangible medium or stored on an electronic
or other medium;
 such information is retrievable in perceivable form.
On the official ULC website, the description to the above-mentioned document
states that the Act allows a trusted person to dispose of digital property, e.g.
computer files, web domains and virtual currency. Taking that into account, we can
make a conclusion that ULC assigns virtual currencies to the category of digital
property.
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In 2017, the ULC developed the Uniform Regulation of Virtual-Currency
Businesses Act (hereinafter referred to as the “URVCBA”), which was
supplemented by the Uniform Supplemental Commercial Law for the Uniform
Regulation of Virtual-Currency Businesses Act in 2018. Since 2019, the URVCBA
has been under review in the parliaments of Hawaii, Nevada and Oklahoma.
According to paragraph 23 of Section 102 of the URVCBA, “virtual currency”
means a digital representation of value that is used as a medium of exchange, unit of
account, or store of value; and is not legal tender, whether or not denominated in
legal tender; and does not include: a transaction in which a merchant grants, as part
of an affinity or rewards program, value that cannot be taken from or exchanged
with the merchant for legal tender, bank credit, or virtual currency; or a digital
representation of value issued by or on behalf of a publisher and used solely within
an online game, game platform, or family of games sold by the same publisher or
offered on the same game platform.
According to paragraph 8 of Section 102, “legal tender” means a medium of
exchange or unit of value, including the coin or paper money of the United States,
issued by the United States or by another government.
The comments on the URVCBA note that virtual currencies are a subset of
cryptocurrencies. Which means that cryptocurrency is a virtual currency, according
to the URVCBA. Virtual currency, in turn, is digital property, according to the
Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act. Thus, cryptocurrency is
digital property. The point of the Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital
Assets Act lies in the fact that a trusted person can dispose of a digital asset of a
grantor if the latter transferred that right voluntarily. Digital asset comprises digital
property, which includes virtual currencies, in particular, cryptocurrencies. This
means that the terms “digital asset” and “cryptocurrency” are compared as a whole
and a part according to the acts reviewed above.
The United States of America has an extensive legislative base for regulating
the securities market. Normative acts aimed at regulating legal relations in this field
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include Securities Act of 1933; Securities Exchange Act of 1934; Investment
Company Act of 1940; Investment Advisers Act of 1940; Securities Investor
Protection Act of 1970; Depository Institutions Act of 1982; Insider Trading and
Securities Fraud Enforcement Act of 1988 and others.
The USA has a stable legal practice, developed, in particular, by the judicial
branch, which is related to separate aspects of token circulation. A lot of attention is
paid to the issue of distinguishing the terms such as utility token and security token.
In reality, this problem lies in distinguishing specific tokens from securities.
Taking into account the above-mentioned information, we should analyze the
definition of securities, which has been established within the requirements of the
Securities Act. Thus, in this Act, “security” means “any note, stock, treasury stock,
security future, security-based swap, bond, debenture, evidence of indebtedness,
certificate of interest or participation in any profit-sharing agreement, any interest or
instrument commonly known as a ‘‘security’’, or any certificate of interest or
participation in, temporary or interim certificate for, receipt for, guarantee of or
warrant or right to subscribe to or purchase, any of the foregoing”.
As for digital assets and the ability to assign them to the category of securities,
it should be noted that, in accordance with the Revised Uniform Fiduciary Access to
Digital Assets Act, “digital asset” is defined as an electronic record that a person has
right or interest in. This term does not include an underlying asset or liability unless
this asset or liability is itself an electronic record.
The above-mentioned indicates that securities and digital assets have different
legal nature, so it is impossible to classify the latter as securities, as well as to apply
the same normative regulation to the specified categories for a number of reasons.
Firstly, a mandatory feature of securities is their legislative definition and
unification of types of constructions. The definition of securities itself contains a list
of their types (note, stock, treasury stock, security future, security-based swap, bond,
etc.), every one of which has independent meaning and circulation regime
envisioned by the legislation. Meanwhile, a digital asset, from the standpoint of legal
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regulation, is a general term without any links to specific types. Thus, the approach
of the legislator to defining securities is based on the type characteristics, whereas
the approach of the ULC regarding digital assets — on general features,
correspondence to which allows classifying a certain object as a digital asset.
Secondly, by the nature of their existence, securities can be certificated and
non-certificated. A distinctive feature of a digital asset is its existence in electronic
form. The so-called “digitization” of an asset transfers it into the electronic space,
due to which access to the asset is provided using computer systems or
corresponding devices.
Thirdly, securities are a document that confirms the property right of their
holder. Whereas a digital asset is, essentially, an electronic record, i.e. information
stored on electronic media. And this is the information that a person has right or
interest in. Based on the above-mentioned, the analyzed categories, securities and
digital assets, are separate categories, therefore, the securities legislation of the USA
cannot be applied to digital assets, which, due to their uniqueness, require a proper
legislative framework, the active implementation of which began in 2014 at the state
level after developing the Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act.
2.3.2. Howey Test
The Howey Test was developed as part of the judicial practice in order to
determine whether a particular financial instrument can be considered as an
“investment contract” (the corresponding concept includes such a category as
“securities”) in the understanding of the relevant specialized US law.
The Howey Test received its confirmation in the US Supreme Court Decision
“Securities and Exchange Commission v. Howey Co. (1946). This case concerned
the conclusion of contracts for the sale of land with citrus groves and the
simultaneous execution of leaseback agreements with such buyers in order to ensure
the further harvest and sale of crops (usually the people who bought such land were
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not farmers, and therefore had interest in someone doing business on such lands with
the transfer of a share of the profit to the new owners).
As part of this case, the US Supreme Court ruled that the offer of units of citrus
groves in combination with the agreement on cultivation, marketing and transfer of
the investor’s net income should be considered as an offer of an investment
agreement, therefore, such an agreement had to undergo registration procedures,
which are determined by the requirements of the securities legislation. Such a
decision was important for law enforcement practice in terms of the application of
the securities legislation. In fact, the corresponding decision established four basic
criteria that a particular instrument must meet in order for it to be recognized as a
security.
However, it should be noted that the Howey Test is also actively used in the
field of cryptocurrency relations, in particular when conducting ICOs. A key aspect
of its application is to determine the legal nature of the token being analyzed:
whether it corresponds to the features of such a concept as security token, or falls
within the definition of such a category as utility token.
Today, the Howey Test is widely used to determine the meaningful
characteristics of a particular instrument. That is, the substantive aspect is prevailing,
not formal. Even if the form of a specific instrument does not meet the characteristics
of such a concept as “securities”, after its substantial analysis for compliance with
the criteria that are given in the Howey Test, such an instrument can be essentially
determined as a security together with all the derivative legal consequences of such
recognition.
As already noted, the Howey Test defines four criteria that a particular
instrument must meet in order to be defined as a security. The relevant criteria have
been separated from the legal position of the US Supreme Court, which was
enshrined in the above-mentioned decision: “a contract, transaction or scheme by
which a person makes cash contribution (investment) to a common enterprise and
makes a profit solely by the efforts of third parties”.
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The following four criteria can be synthesized from the above-mentioned
statement, the presence of which indicates that the token is classified as a category
of securities. Thus, these criteria include the following provisions:
 investment of money;
 investment is made in a common enterprise;
 investor expects profit from his/her investment;
 profit is expected from the efforts of others.
In this case, it should be noted that in order for a particular instrument to be
defined as a security, it is viewed according to each of the criteria. That is, the Howey
Test provides for the cumulative application of all four criteria. It is impossible to
determine the legal nature of an instrument using an exclusively separate criterion
without regard to the analysis of its correspondence to other criteria.
Most of the criteria do not raise questions about the understanding of their
content, which cannot, however, be said about a criterion such as a common
enterprise. Today, in judicial practice in the United States, there are two approaches
to defining the corresponding concept:
a) horizontal approach;
b) vertical approach.
Thus, according to the horizontal approach, it is assumed that there is a
connection exclusively between the incomes of investors who jointly made a
monetary contribution to the related project. As for the vertical approach, it
determines the need for an inextricable connection between the income of investors
and project organizers, while a connection between the incomes of investors is not
expected.
It should be noted that securities laws are adopted at both the state and federal
levels in the United States. Therefore, a particular instrument, not being a security
in accordance with the provisions of federal law, can be recognized as an investment,
taking into account the specific regulatory requirements of a particular state.
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As part of this research, it is advisable to characterize a digital asset in terms of
its correspondence to the Howey Test criteria.
Monetary contribution (investment). This criterion must be considered in
terms of the existence of two components in it: the object (money) and the
contribution (investment). It is money as an object, the regulation of which this
criterion is aimed at, is an asset, which can be invested in real (tangible or
intangible), or financial assets. While a digital asset is inherently an electronic
record; in other words, it is information stored in electronic form.
The Law on Amendments to Section 12 of the Delaware Code on Trusted
Access to Digital Assets and Digital Accounts defines specific types of digital assets,
which, in particular, include data, text, emails, documents, audio, video, images,
sounds, etc. This confirms that digital assets do not have a monetary form, which
indicates the absence of the necessary element of this criterion, i.e. the object. In
accordance with the provisions of the Unified Act on Digital Assets, an agent’s order
is subject to other applicable laws, including copyright.
As indicated in Clause 3 of Section 106 of the U.S. Copyright Act, the copyright
owner has the exclusive right to distribute copies or records protected by copyright
to the public through sale or other transfer of ownership. Therefore, the digital asset
itself falls under the category of intellectual property rights. A trustee can exercise
the exclusive property right only through the direct sale of a digital asset. At the
same time, the person’s contribution (investment) involves the introduction of the
relevant object (monetary funds, in this case) into a specific project for its
implementation in order to make a profit.
Investment of money in a common enterprise. According to the Unified Act
on Digital Assets, granting an agent a right to access a digital asset of a principal
after his/her death has an individual character, based on the will of the principal.
Such an agent acquires the ownership of the digital asset of the principal. The right
of ownership is individual and absolute. Therefore, the “community” attribute
cannot be applied to digital assets. Based on the fact that obtaining the right to a
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digital asset by a trustee does not provide for investment, the existence of a potential
connection, both horizontal and vertical, is excluded, since there are no entities —
investors and project organizers.

Expectation of profit. The exclusive property right of an agent, including the
right to dispose of a digital asset by alienating it or by granting the right to use to
other persons, does not correspond to the obligation to immediate or forced
exercising of these rights. That is, the agent gets the opportunity to determine at
his/her discretion the legal destiny of the digital asset, which he/she can use both
passively, for satisfying his/her own interests (for example, listening to audio
recordings), and actively, by alienating or concluding licensing agreements on the
use of the digital asset. Thus, the availability of an agent’s digital asset does not
mean the automatic generation of income from it.
Making a profit from the efforts of others. This criterion is also not typical
of digital assets, since profit from the availability of a digital asset is a conditional
category. In this case, the initial point is the desire of an agent to actively use the
digital asset through the implementation of exclusive property rights. Ownership of
a digital asset is absolute, therefore no mediation by third parties is required to
exercise exclusive property rights.
An analysis of the Howey Test criteria in terms of their applicability to digital
assets suggests that, in essence, these objects are not investment instruments
(securities) in the understanding of US law.
2.3.3. Uniform Money Services Act
When looking at the issues related to comparing the terms “digital assets” and
“cryptocurrencies” in the USA, it is reasonable to review special legal acts that
regulate money services.
During the annual conference of the ULC from July 28 to August 4, 2000, the
Uniform Money Services Act was adopted (hereinafter referred to as the “UMSA”),
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which received the following amendments after the annual conference of the ULC
from July 30 to August 6, 2004.
Vermont became the first state to adopt the UMSA in 2001. In 2003, Iowa and
Washington did the same. Currently, the USMA is a part of legislation in another
seven states (Texas (2005), Hawaii (2006), Alaska (2007), Arkansas (2007), South
Carolina (2016), North Carolina (2016), New Mexico (2016)), the U.S. Virgin
Islands (2005) and Puerto Rico (2011).
The fact that certain states did not adopt any laws based on the UMSA does not
mean that they do not have normative provisions regulating the corresponding field
of public relations. Such states have their own legislation, which is not based on the
UMSA. For example, Alabama has a Money Transmission Act, Louisiana — Sale
of Checks and Money Transmission Act, etc. It is worth noting that in the majority
of states, which did not adopt their own acts, the legislation on money transmission
is based on the UMSA.
The UMSA is an act of security and reliability, which confirms the conditions
for licensing various types of institutions that provide monetary services. Such
institutions are also called non-banking financial institutions or non-depository
providers of financial services, the activity of which is aimed at providing alternative
mechanisms for persons that carry out payments or receive currency or cash in
exchange for payment instruments.
The need to adopt the acts in the reviewed field by the states was due to the fact
that non-bank entities providing financial services did not fall under the special
regulation of the corresponding federal or state legislation. Taking that into account,
the objective of adopting the UMSA is ensuring the implementation of protection,
which is realized by combatting the laundering (legalization) of illegally received
funds, as well as the implementation of guarantees, which means ensuring the
exercising of rights and interests of consumers of the corresponding financial
services.
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The UMSA provides the states with a unique opportunity to adopt a stage-bystage approach to licensing and regulating stored value and other forms of new
mechanisms of online and electronic payments.
This Act expands the traditional concept of money. With the emergence of the
Internet and new technology of microchips, a value that is not money in traditional
sense can be exchanged. Thus, the UMSA provides a new definition of monetary
value. Same as money, monetary value can be transferred. In a similar fashion, the
issuers do not have to sell the physical tangible payment instrument in order to give
it to customers. The customers can acquire the repurchase value, which can exist
only in computerized form. Therefore, the UMSA contains the definition of stored
value, which is different from the traditional payment instrument.
According to the comments on the UMSA, the new types of payment
mechanisms that potentially fall under the framework of the Act include: stored
value; E-money and Internet payment mechanisms; Internet scrip; Internet funds
transfer; Gold/precious metals transfer and payment); Internet bill payment services.
According to paragraph 21 of Section 2 of the UMSA, a stored value is a
monetary value, as evidenced by an electronic record. At the same time, monetary
value means a medium of exchange, regardless of whether it can be redeemable in
money (paragraph 11 of Section 2 of the UMSA). “Record” means information that
is inscribed on a tangible medium or stored in an electronic or other medium and can
be retrieved in a form that is accessible to perception (paragraph 18 of Section 2 of
the UMSA).
According to the Federal Reserve, stored-value products share three attributes:
 a card or other device electronically stores or provides access to a
specified amount of funds selected by the holder of the device and
available for making payments to others;
 the device is the only means of routine access to the funds;
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 the issuer does not record the funds associated with the device as an
account17 in the name of (or credited to) the holder.

Cards with stored value record the balance on the computer chip, which is
deducted at the terminal of a marketplace when a buyer or a natural person makes a
purchase. Typically, the customer pays money to the bank or another provider in
exchange for a card with a value. The customer uses the card instead of paper
currency to purchase goods and services.
New types of cyberpayments or Internet payment mechanisms have different
names including electronic cash, digital cash, electronic currency, and Internet or
on-line scrip (E-money). E-money refers to money or a money substitute that is
transformed into information stored on a computer chip or a personal computer
(hereinafter referred to as “PC”) so that it can be transferred over information
systems such as the Internet. Technology permits the transmission of electronic
value over networks that link PCs and the storage of electronic cash on the hard
drives of PCs.
The first type of Internet payment mechanisms is through use of a traditional
payment mechanism (Authorized Clearing House) or a credit card.
The second type involves E-money. One type of Internet-based E-money
system has been described as a token or notational system. These computer-based
systems involve a customer purchasing electronic tokens, which serve as cash
substitutes for transactions over the Internet. With this type of system, “money” or
“value” is purchased from an issuer (who may be a bank or a nonbank). The value
is then stored in a digital form on a consumer’s PC and the notational value is
transferred over the Internet.
As for Internet scrips, the term “scrip” has been used to refer to a value that
may be exchanged over the Internet but which may not be redeemable for money.

17

Account is a collection of user’s data required for his/her authentication and for providing access to his/her

personal details, settings and the system functionality.
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Scrips look more like coupons or bonus points that can be exchanged by a consumer
for goods or services but have no cash redemption value.
In the context of cryptocurrency relations, it is reasonable to note that in a
number of states, operations on exchanging cryptocurrencies fall under the
regulation of the existing special legislation on money services. Legal regulation of
cryptocurrency

relations

(in

the

aspect

of

operations

on

exchanging

cryptocurrencies) in the USA is not unified. First and foremost, it is due to the twolevel legislation system (two levels of legislation: federal and state).
Today, a number of states are quite progressive in regulating relations
connected to the circulation of virtual currencies (it also covers the term
“cryptocurrency”). Various states, which directly or indirectly determine the
regulation of cryptobusiness, companies that lead activity on exchanging
cryptocurrencies are called money transmitters or money services businesses. The
definitions of the following categories also include Western Union, PayPal and
money transmission brokers. The main duties of these subjects lie in conducting
procedure to identify their customers and storing information on the performed
transactions.
The approaches that formed in different states can be divided as follows:
 approach of “cryptopioneers” (positive attitude towards cryptocurrency
operations);
 approach of “customer protectors” (mostly negative or at least cautious
attitude towards cryptocurrency operations);
 approach of the “golden middle” (states do not define the legal status of
such operations but do not prohibit them).
Thus, the states that are considered cryptopioneers attempt to make the
regulation of cryptocurrency operations as simple as possible. The main objective of
this approach is to ensure economic growth and to create new jobs (generally —
socially-oriented objectives).
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The state of Texas determined how companies that conduct business activity
on exchanging cryptocurrencies could be compared to the subjects of money
transfers. Puerto Rico also has a more flexible (favorable) approach to regulating
cryptocurrencies. Completely opposite positions regarding cryptocurrencies are
occupied by the states that adhere to the approach of “customer protectors”. The
corresponding states are more concerned with the issue of potential risks that
cryptocurrencies bring, rather than the positive aspects that the development of
cryptocurrency relations could create. Such states prioritize interests of customers
and investors before the interests of cryptocurrency companies. Cryptocurrency
companies in such states are subject to increased requirements, which is evident
from their obligation to provide more detailed information on cryptocurrency
operations; from conducting regular supervision; from increased level of attention
towards risk assessment of cryptocurrency investments.
The legislation of the state of New York is a bright example of stricter
regulation of activity of cryptocurrency companies. In this state, the regulation of
cryptocurrency relations is not included into the legislation on money services. In
New York, there is a specialized strict legislation that regulates the activity of
cryptocurrency companies (BitLicense). The District of Columbia also took the
position of strict regulation of cryptocurrency relations.
As for the states that took the position of the “golden middle”, they are not
implementing special regulation of cryptocurrency relations (in the positive sense of
this idea), nor do they attempt to limit such an activity. This category includes the
majority of states in the USA.
In the majority of states, operations with cryptocurrencies are equated to money
transfer operations for the purpose of normative regulation. The states that have
selected the approach of “the golden middle” can be divided into the following
groups:
а) first group — states that included a category such as cryptocurrencies in
their own legislation on money transfer, while the regulators of such states adopt
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official guidelines (special acts) regarding separate aspects of applying the state
legislation in the context of cryptocurrency relations;
b) second group — these states do not legitimize the term “cryptocurrency” as
a category of the legislation on money transfer, however, their regulatory bodies
publish official guidelines aimed at determining the foundations for applying the
current legislation in the context of cryptocurrency relations, or, on the contrary,
legitimize it but do not have official guidelines;
c) third group — states that have neither normative inclusion of the term
“cryptocurrency” into the current legislation, nor any official guidelines regarding
the legal aspects of regulating such concept.
Thus, the first category of states includes North Carolina, Washington. The
states of the second category, in which there is normative consolidation, but there
are no official manuals, include Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia, and Kentucky. The
states of the second category, in which there is no regulatory consolidation, but there
is an official guide, include Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, and
Tennessee. The states that belong to the third category are: Arizona, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Delaware, DC, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, Utah, and West Virginia.
However, the approach, according to which the term “cryptocurrency” is
included into the current legislation on monetary services, and the foundation for
legal application in the aspect of cryptocurrency relations is being formed based on
that same legislation, can soon drastically change. In this case, we need to pay
attention to the act developed by the ULC — Uniform Regulation of VirtualCurrency Businesses Act.
The above-mentioned analysis of the UMSA text indicates that this Act does
not contain any definitions of “digital asset” and “cryptocurrency”. However, in the
comments on this Act, the ULC operates terms such as “token”, “electronic
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currency”, “e-money”, “digital money”, “Internet or online scrips” without giving
them a detailed description.
2.4.

Legal Regulation of Cryptocurrency and Digital Assets in the
Asia-Pacific Region
2.4.1. People’s Republic of China

The People’s Republic of China started researching the cryptocurrency market
at the state level a long time ago. The People’s Bank of China created the Electronic
Money Institution for such purposes. Overall, it should be noted that today, the
People’s Bank of China takes a position that cryptocurrency cannot be considered
as a normatively determined payment instrument.
The main provisions for regulating the circulation of cryptocurrencies were
specified in the General Principles of Civil Law. At the same time, such regulatory
framework

of

cryptocurrency

circulation

indicates

the

acceptance

of

cryptocurrencies by the government as an object of property right. Cryptocurrencies
themselves are viewed as a product in China.
In China, it is mandatory to register cryptocurrency exchanges by the
Telecommunication Bureau of the People’s Republic of China. As for taxation,
cryptocurrency operations are subject to taxation on general terms, in particular, by
taxes such as profit tax, income tax and capital gain tax. The sale of cryptocurrencies
itself can be subject to value added tax.
It should also be noted that China prohibits ICOs. Thus, on September 4, 2017,
seven central government regulatory bodies (People’s Bank of China, the
Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC), the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, the State Administration for Industry and Commerce, the
China Banking Regulatory Commission, the China Securities Regulatory
Commission and the China Insurance Regulatory Commission) jointly issued the
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“Announcement on Preventing Financial Risks from Initial Coin Offerings”, which
prohibited conducting ICOs on territory of China.
On February 15, 2019, the “Rules Against Anonymity” approved by the CAC
came into force, which cover all the companies related to blockchain, in particular,
websites and mobile apps that provide information on technical support to the public
using the blockchain technology. Within 20 days, after the Rules came into force,
the specified companies had to register their names, domains and server addresses
with the CAC. Additionally, in case the authorized state body turns to the
corresponding company regarding the provision of access to the stored data on users
or the company itself, such a company must provide access and the requested
information.
The adoption of the above-mentioned restrictive acts confirms that China, as a
communist state, seeks to establish comprehensive control over the circulation of
cryptocurrencies. At the same time, the legal nature of cryptocurrency is still not
completely determined

at the legislative level. Along with the

term

“cryptocurrency”, state authorities use the term “digital asset” without
distinguishing between them. Taking into account that cryptocurrencies are viewed
as a product, then, digital assets, in the understanding of the authorized bodies, are
also a product.
2.4.2. Republic of Kazakhstan
The Republic of Kazakhstan has developed a special approach to regulating
legal relations regarding the use of virtual currency and cryptocurrency. The specific
nature of this approach is that a single state has two different positions of power
regarding the need to introduce these phenomena into the legal framework.
The National Bank of Kazakhstan (hereinafter referred to as the “NBK”) takes
a conservative approach to regulating virtual currency or cryptocurrency, trying to
prohibit its exchange for the Kazakhstan national currency (tenge) and all types of
cryptocurrencies.
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Whereas, in the spring of 2018, the Astana International Financial Center
(hereinafter referred to as the “AIFC”) began active work on the development of
relevant legislation. On May 25, 2018, the AIFC Committee (Astana International
Financial Authority) (hereinafter referred to as the “AFSA”) developed and
published on its official website the Concept of Regulation of the Market of Virtual
Currencies and Private Placement of Securities.
The section “Background” of the Concept is important from the point of view
of determining the legal nature of digital assets in the understanding of Kazakhstan’s
legislators. Clause 3 of this section sets forth the following: “Some digital assets,
such as Bitcoin, function as virtual currency, while others may constitute a right to
tangible assets, such as gold or real estate. Digital assets can also be used in new
protocols to create internal settlement tools within a specific platform or to be a share
of ownership in a company”.
In July 2018, the final version of amendments to the legislation of Kazakhstan
(Amendments to the AFSA Glossary AIFC ACT NO. FR0018 OF 2018) was
published on the AFSA website. According to the amendments to the glossary, this
act is supplemented by the following terms: “private electronic currency” (or
“private e-money”); “centralized private e-currency”; “decentralized private ecurrency”; “real (fiat) currency”; “e-currency” (or “e-money”); “digital wallet” (or
“e-wallet”); “cold digital wallet”; “hot digital wallet”; “smart contract”, and others.
It should be noted that the glossary does not contain the terms “virtual asset”, “virtual
currency”, “digital asset”, “digital currency”, “cryptocurrency”.
2.4.3. Republic of Singapore
The Republic of Singapore (hereinafter referred to as “Singapore”) does not
have any specialized legislative acts that determine the term “cryptocurrencies” and
establish the foundation for their legal regulation. However, Singapore has a number
of documents issued by the authorized public authorities, which contain the
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explanations regarding separate aspects of applying the current legislation to the
relations connected with the circulation of cryptocurrencies.
Back in 2014, the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore, for the purposes of
taxation, determined cryptocurrencies as products or services. Regarding public
relations arising in connection with the circulation of cryptocurrencies, legislation
on combating money laundering and terrorism financing is applied.
According to the criterion of the economic and legal characteristics, electronic
tokens are viewed as:
а) product (in case of utility tokens);
b) securities (in case of security tokens).
The activity on offering and issuing tokens is within the competence of the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (hereinafter referred to as the “MAS”). If tokens
fall under the definition of “securities”, in accordance with the provisions of the
Singaporean Securities and Futures Act, the corresponding business entity must
issue a prospectus of such tokens and register them with the MAS before issuing.
In this case, the corresponding tokens will be equated to securities and fall
under the corresponding normative regulation. At the same time, the MAS notes that
it does not have the goal to ensure the regulation of cryptocurrencies. This
organization views electronic tokens as a category that “evolved” long ago and
stopped being covered by the term “virtual currency”.
This approach indicates that the MAS distinguishes the terms such as
“electronic money” and “virtual currencies”.
In November 2017, the MAS issued “A Guide to Digital Token Offerings”.
This document was the one that distinguished between the tokens that fall under the
regulation of the legislation on securities, and the tokens that are not subject to such
regulation because by their nature they fall under the definition of a product. Thus,
in particular, the token platforms for mutual use of computing powers do not fall
under the regulation from the MAS, therefore, the national legislation on securities
does not affect them.
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On January 14, 2019, the Payment Services Act was adopted at the second
reading by the parliament of Singapore and approved by the president on February
11, 2019. This law includes services on digital payment tokens into the number of
regulated payment services, the implementation of which requires a license.
Provision 2 of Section 1 of the Act defines “digital payment token” as any
digital representation of value that:
a) is expressed as a unit;
b) is not denominated in any currency, and is not pegged by its issuer to any
currency;
c) is a medium of exchange accepted by the public as payment for goods or
services or for the discharge of a debt;
d) can be transferred, stored or traded electronically;
e) satisfies such other characteristics as the authority may prescribe.
This shows that a digital payment token is not a digital asset in its theoretic
sense, but a cryptocurrency. Although the definition provided by the Act contains
certain characteristics inherent in digital assets, it characterizes only one type of
digital asset — cryptocurrency. Thus, the “digital payment token” can be considered
as a digital asset in the narrow sense and as a cryptocurrency in the broad.
2.4.4. Republic of the Philippines
In the Republic of the Philippines, the Guidelines issued by the Central Bank
of the Philippines (Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas) in 2017 are a regulatory act for
cryptocurrency circulation. These Guidelines are considered part of the law
governing non-banking financial institutions and are mandatory for fulfillment.
It should be noted that the Central Bank of the Philippines does not consider
cryptocurrency as a normatively defined means of payment. Basically, this act
concerns the legal regulation of cryptocurrency exchange activities. Thus, the
Guidelines note that entities that plan to carry out cryptocurrency exchange activities
must be first registered with the Central Bank of the Philippines.
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The following terms were defined in the Guidelines: “virtual currencies”,
“virtual currency exchange services”, “fiat currencies”, “virtual currency
exchanger”, etc.
Thus, the term “virtual currency” is defined as any type of digital units that is
used as a medium of exchange or a form of value stored in a digital form, created
with the consent of users of virtual currency within their community. Virtual
currencies are not issued and are not guaranteed by any jurisdiction, i.e. they do not
have legal status. Virtual currencies should be considered in a broad sense as the
ones containing digital units of exchange that:
a) have a centralized repository or administrator;
b) are decentralized and do not have a centralized repository or administrator;
c) can be created or obtained through computing or industrial operations.
Virtual currencies cannot be defined as electronic money; digital units used
exclusively in online gaming platforms and not subject to conversion into currency
or goods or services of the real world; digital units with a retained value payable
exclusively in goods or services, and which are limited to operations with a particular
seller.
The so-called “Cagayan Economic Zone Authority” (hereinafter referred to as
“CEZA”) is the unique world economic center located in the northeast of the
Philippines, it is a state-controlled corporation established under Republic Law
No. 7922. The Rules and Regulations of CEZA on financial and technological
solutions and offshore virtual currency of 2018 give a definition of the term “virtual
currency”, which is wider than the definition provided for by the Guidelines of the
Central Bank of the Philippines. Thus, in accordance with the specified Rules and
Regulations, virtual currency is any type of digital unit that is used as a medium of
exchange or a form of digitally stored value, which may be considered as:
a) value for the purchase or lease of goods, or payment in exchange of services
which can be transferrable through an electronic data processing system; provided,
however, that such value is limited to those recorded on an electronic device, in an
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electronic form, and does not include fiat currencies, or assets denominated by such
currencies;
b) value that is mutually exchangeable with the value in item (a) against
unspecified persons, which is transferrable by an electronic data processing system.
In the Rules and Regulations, value means assets, holdings and other forms of
ownership, rights or interests with or without related information, such as
agreements or transactions for the transfer of value or its payment.
Taking into account the above-mentioned, we can draw the following
conclusions. In the Philippines, the term “cryptocurrency” is used at the regulatory
level; instead, the term “virtual currency” is used. Digital assets are not enshrined in
the legislation.
2.4.5. Japan
In Japan, operations on exchanging cryptocurrencies are regulated by the
provisions of the national legislation. In order to ensure the regulation of relations
on exchanging cryptocurrencies, the Payment Services Act of Japan received
amendments in June 2016, which came into force on April 1, 2017. The
corresponding legal act specified the definitions of the term “virtual currency”,
which means:
 a property value, which can be used for the purpose of paying
consideration for the purchase or leasing of goods or the receipt of
provision of services and can also be purchased and sold by means of an
electronic data processing system;
 a property value, which can be mutually exchanged with what is set forth
in the preceding item.
The provisions of the Japanese legislation state that the main and integral part
of virtual currencies is their electronic nature of existence.
In accordance with the provisions of the Payment Services Act of Japan, only
operators registered with the local bureau of finances have the right to perform
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operations on exchanging cryptocurrencies. The corresponding operator must have
an organizational and legal form of a joint-stock company or be a “foreign business
entity that performs activity on exchanging cryptocurrencies”, which is a company
that is represented in Japan. Such a representative office is a resident of Japan and
its office, respectively, is located, in Japan. The “foreign business entity that
performs activity on exchanging cryptocurrencies” should be understood as a
provider of services on exchanging cryptocurrencies registered by the authorized
foreign bodies in accordance with the provisions of a foreign legislation that envision
special procedures for registering such business.
The law obliges the companies that exchange cryptocurrencies to separately
manage the funds or cryptocurrency of their clients (separate their own
cryptocurrency from the cryptocurrency provided to them by clients for performing
the corresponding operations). Proper implementation of this management must be
supervised by certified public audit companies. Business entities that conduct
activity on exchanging cryptocurrencies must have a contract with the dispute
resolution center that has experience in this field. Companies that conduct activity
on exchanging cryptocurrencies must keep the accounting of their cryptocurrency
operations and annually submit the corresponding reports on the results of their
activity to the Financial Services Agency.
In terms of taxation, it should be noted that the National Tax Agency published
the legal positions in December 2017 that contain the explanations on the issue of
taxation of the operations on exchanging cryptocurrencies. Thus, the regulatory
authority of Japan noted that the profit received from cryptocurrency operations is a
different kind of income than the one subject to taxation with the capital gain tax.
The term “cryptocurrency” itself is not defined by the legislation of Japan.
2.4.6. Commonwealth of Australia
The public authorities of the Commonwealth of Australia (hereinafter referred
to as “Australia”) have issued a number of documents regarding the applied aspects
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of using the current Australian legislation for the relations connected to the
circulation of cryptocurrencies. In August 2015, the Senate Economic References
Committee (hereinafter referred to as the “Committee”) published the Report
“Digital Currency — Game Changer or Bit Player”. This Report aims to determine
the approaches to ensuring the efficient normative regulation of the system of digital
currencies, the potential ability to implement the corresponding technologies into
Australian economy and the advantages of using such currencies.
The mentioned act focuses its attention on the issues related to the application
of the legislation on combatting money laundering and financing of terrorism in the
aspect of electronic currencies. The Report proposes to consider digital currencies,
which also include cryptocurrencies, as money for the purposes of taxation with the
goods and services tax. Taking that into account, the Committee proposed that the
government should advise the corresponding local authorities on introducing
changes into the current tax legislation of Australia.
In Australia, special attention is paid to the issue of overcoming a negative
phenomenon such as “double taxation of operations with cryptocurrencies”. In the
corresponding field (tax legal field and the functioning of cryptocurrencies within
its limits), the government of Australia is closely cooperating with the FinTech
Advisory Group. The introduction of the proper systematic tax regime for electronic
currencies is one of the priority areas for the government in the FinTech field.
Back in December 2014, the Australian Taxation Office adopted a number of
solutions on taxation with the profit tax, capital gain tax and using tax benefits in
operations with cryptocurrencies. The corresponding solutions brought clarity to the
practice of taxation regarding operations with cryptocurrencies.
In particular, we can mention the published Guidelines “Tax Treatment of
Cryptocurrencies”. This document gave a definition of the term “cryptocurrency”, it
means a digital asset in which encryption techniques are used to regulate the
generation of additional units and verify transactions on a blockchain. Overall, the
Australian Taxation Office takes a position, where operations with cryptocurrencies
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must be considered as barter operations for the purposes of taxation because
cryptocurrencies are neither national, nor foreign currencies.
The Australian Taxation Office also issued the Guidelines “GST and Digital
Currency”, which specify the foundation for applying the current tax legislation on
the goods and services tax to cryptocurrency operations.
In August 2017, the government proposed the draft law to the parliament on
spreading the legal regime that is established by the legislation on combatting money
laundering and financing of terrorism to the relations connected with exchange of
cryptocurrencies. This law was adopted in December 2017 and came into force on
April 3, 2018.
On October 10, 2018, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission
(hereinafter referred to as the “ASIC”) published the Information Sheet 225 Initial
Coin Offerings and Crypto-Currency, as amended, which describes the ability to use
the Corporations Act if a crypto-asset is classified as a financial instrument. If, after
the subsequent examination by the ASIC, it is established that a specific cryptoasset, for example, Bitcoin, is not a financial instrument, then the Consumer
Protection Legislation must be used when regulating the issues related to its
circulation.
In September 2018, the ASIC approved the Corporate Plan for 2018–2022 on
developing the financial sector. Both in the above-mentioned Information Sheet and
in the ASIC’s Corporate Plan, the terms “digital currencies” and “crypto-assets” are
used along with the term “cryptocurrency”. The terms “digital asset” is not specified
in the legal base of Australia.
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Section 3
THE BITBON SYSTEM AS AN EXAMPLE OF DIGITAL ASSETS’
FUNCTIONING
3.1. Bitbon System as an Example of a Blockchain-Based Platform for the
Circulation of Digital Assets
3.1.1. Legal Nature of the Bitbon System Digital Assets
For a systematic and consistent understanding of the main aspects of the Bitbon
System’s18 functioning, it seems necessary to analyze the specifics of the digital
assets19, which circulate in the Bitbon System. At the same time, before proceeding
with the analysis of the types of the Bitbon System digital assets20, it is necessary to
determine the intra-system understanding of the term “digital asset”. A
comprehensive analysis of the functioning of digital assets using the Bitbon System
as an example of the blockchain platform for the circulation of digital assets is based
on the Bitbon System Public Contract21, since it is a fundamental statutory document
that defines the rules and conditions for creating and using the Bitbon System digital
assets (follows from Clause 1 of the Bitbon System Public Contract).
In particular, the Bitbon System Public Contract:

18

a)

identifies tasks and objectives of the Bitbon System;

b)

determines and establishes the basis for its development;

Bitbon System is an integral blockchain-based decentralized system, which allows its users to fully own their assets,
i.e. to record their property right to assets in the form of their unique digital copies by completing the Asset Digitization
Procedure in order to implement accounting and management as well as safe and equal exchange of the given assets
between the Bitbon System users without intermediaries and money. The key component of the Bitbon System is
Bitbon.
19
Digital asset is an information resource derivative of the right to a value and circulating in the distributed ledger in
the form of a unique identifier.
20
Bitbon System digital asset is an information resource derivative of the right to a value, which has undergone the
digitization procedure, and circulating in the Bitbon System in the form of a unique identifier based on the Digital
Asset Protocol.
21
Bitbon System Public Contract is a digital document, a type of social contract of statutory nature, basic constitutive
agreement between SIMCORD LLC (EDRPOU 37657823), the founder of the Bitbon System, and all Bitbon System
participants, where SIMCORD LLC also acts as the Bitbon System operator.
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c)

ensures the execution of the Bitbon Protocol22;

d)

stipulates a set of basic terms and conditions for creating and using digital

assets in the Bitbon System.
The definition of the term “digital assets” is enshrined in the Appendix “Terms
and Definitions in the Bitbon System”, which is an integral part of the Bitbon System
Public Contract (in accordance with Clause 12 of the Bitbon System Public
Contract). In the above-mentioned Appendix, a digital asset is defined as “an
information resource23 derivative of the right24 to a value25 and circulating in the
distributed ledger in the form of a unique identifier26”. From the corresponding
definition, a number of characteristics of the intra-system understanding of digital
assets can be distinguished:
a) digital asset is an information resource;
b) digital asset is derivative of the right to a value;
c) digital asset circulates in the form of a unique identifier;
d) digital asset circulates in a distributed ledger.
The aspect that a digital asset is derivative of the right to a value indicates that
it has a mechanism for backing by assets (value). Circulation in the distributed
ledger27 allows us to confirm it exists in a digital environment, which corresponds
to the characteristics of a digital asset. The characteristic of a digital asset as an
information resource that exists in the form of a unique digital identifier allows us
to talk about the possibility of its digital individualization and specification within
the digital environment, which is also an integral characteristic of a digital asset.
Bitbon Protocol is the final document of creating the “Bitbon Protocol” information resource derivative of the
asset of SIMCORD LLC, EDRPOU 37657823 that establishes the attributes and properties of the Bitbon digital asset,
terms and conditions of its circulation in the Bitbon System, as well as the execution of the Bitbon Protocol.
23
Information resource is information structured and organized in a certain way, recorded on a tangible medium.
This information can be stored, transferred, used and replenished. The information resource has the properties of
practical significance and usefulness, as well as the possibility of multiple use.
24
Derivative of the right is a property of the object, giving its owner the right, which is formed from the right to a
value.
25
Value is worth, utility, or importance, which can also be expressed by different measurement units depending on
the area of practical use of such a value and the ecosystem in which such a value exists.
26
Identifier is a unique set of alphanumeric characters of a certain length assigned to the information resource in the
environment of its circulation.
27
Distributed ledger technology is a technology, which allows network participants to record, store and exchange
information as well as provides multiple data stores synchronized through a specific consensus algorithm.
22
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The main feature of digital assets in this case is that they are derivative of a
specific tangible or intangible value that is of interest to subjects of civil (business)
relations. That is, according to the Appendix to the Bitbon System Public Contract
“Terms and Definitions in the Bitbon System”, a digital asset is not just a fiction
without substantive backing. This is due to the fact that it is backed by a real tangible
or intangible asset. Thus, it can be summarized that the intra-system understanding
of the term “digital asset” is fully consistent with the latest understanding of the
corresponding word combination.
In the future, we should outline the circle of digital assets that are objects of
public relations developed in the Bitbon System. The types of digital assets of the
Bitbon System are defined in Clause 20 of the Bitbon System Public Contract. Thus,
the Bitbon System users28 can operate the following types of digital assets:
a) Bon29;
b) Bitbon30;
c) Projectbon31.

28

Bitbon System user is an entity of any legal relations that directly performed an action, which caused an event
within the Bitbon System.
29

Bon is a digital asset, an instrument derivative of Divaunit and of a certain type of the Bon Protocol represented as
an alphanumeric identifier and registered in the blockchain with an ability to circulate only in the Bitbon System.
The Bitbon System participant creates the (name)_Bon digital asset from Divaunit as a result of completing the Asset
digitization procedure by giving it unique attributes and properties. Bon is a form of mutual rights and obligations of
the owner of the asset and the owner of the Bon digital asset in accordance with the terms and conditions of a specific
Bon Protocol.
30

Bitbon is a digital asset, which is a utility token (access token) and provides the Bitbon System participant with
certain access rights to the services of the Bitbon System in accordance with the number of Bitbons that such a
participant has. Bitbon is represented as an alphanumeric identifier and registered in the blockchain with an ability to
circulate only in the Bitbon System. Bitbon is a unit of measurement of the exchange value of all digital assets and
ensures their ability to circulate in the Bitbon System. Bitbon is created and given unique attributes and properties
based on the Bitbon System Public Contract and the Bitbon Protocol.
31

Projectbon is a digital asset, i.e. an instrument for Contributing derivative of Divaunit and a certain class of the
Projectbon Protocol, represented as an alphanumeric identifier and registered in the blockchain with an ability to
circulate only in the Bitbon System. The Bitup-agency creates this type of the digital asset by giving it unique
attributes and properties. Projectbon is a form of mutual obligations of the contractat and contributors in accordance
with the terms and conditions specified in the Projectbon Protocol of a specific business project, while in essence
being a regulator of relations between participants of contributing.
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In this case, it should be noted that digital assets such as Bon and Projectbon
are derivative of Divaunit32. Divaunit is “a digitized value unit in the Bitbon System,
which is represented as an alphanumeric identifier and designates the value of the
asset in the national currency” (in accordance with the Appendix to the Bitbon
System Public Contract “Terms and Definitions in the Bitbon System”) as well. That
is, through Divaunit (digitized value unit), Bon and Projectbon maintain a direct
connection with a real tangible or intangible asset that has gone through the asset
digitization procedure33. As for Bitbon, it is derivative of the asset of SIMCORD
LLC (follows from the Bitbon Protocol). Each of the respective digital assets has a
corresponding Protocol (Bon Protocol34, Bitbon Protocol, and Projectbon
Protocol35). The relevant protocols are digital documents that establish the unique
attributes and properties of these digital assets, outline the terms and conditions of
circulation of such digital assets, etc.
Each of the above-mentioned types of digital assets has characteristic features
and its inherent functional purpose within the Bitbon System. In this regard, there is
a need to analyze the main properties of each of the digital assets of the Bitbon
System.

32

Divaunit is a digitized value unit in the Bitbon System, represented as an alphanumeric identifier, which expresses

the value of the asset in the national currency. The Bitbon System user creates Divaunit during the Asset digitization
procedure based on a unique digital copy of the asset. Divaunit is registered in the register of digitized value units of
the Bitbon System.
33

Asset digitization procedure is a process in which the Bitbon System user creates a Bon or Projectbon digital asset
from the asset.
34
Bon Protocol is an information resource, the final document of the asset digitization procedure, which establishes
attributes and properties, a unique name (name_Bon), mutual rights and obligations of the owner of the asset and the
owner of the Bon digital asset, terms and conditions for the creation and circulation of a specific Bon digital asset in
the Bitbon System, as well as the procedure for executing the Bon Protocol.
35

Projectbon Protocol is an information resource, the final document of the asset digitization procedure, which
establishes attributes and properties of a specific Projectbon digital asset, terms and conditions for its creation and
circulation in the Bitbon System, mutual rights and obligations of the contractat and contributors, as well as terms and
conditions of the implementation of the contractat’s specific business project through contributing. The Bitup-agency
creates this document on the issue of the Projectbon of a certain class.
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Bon. The definition of such a digital asset as Bon is enshrined in Clause 25 of
the Bitbon System Public Contract and its Appendix “Terms and Definitions in the
Bitbon System”. Bon is a digital asset, an instrument derivative of Divaunit and of
a certain type of the Bon Protocol; this instrument is represented in the form of an
alphanumeric identifier and is registered in the blockchain36 with an ability to
circulate only in the Bitbon System. It is also noted that the Bitbon System
participant37 creates the Bon digital asset from Divaunit as a result of completing the
asset digitization procedure by giving it unique attributes and properties. In
particular, the Bitbon System user, the owner of the asset, assigns a unique name
(name_Bon) to the digital asset while performing digitization. At the same time, Bon
is a form of mutual rights and obligations of the owner of the asset and the owner of
the Bon digital asset in accordance with the terms and conditions of a specific Bon
Protocol. In this case, it should be noted that Divaunit is a digitized value unit that
represents the value of the asset in the national currency, confirms the existence of
a unique digital copy of the asset in the Bitbon System, since it contains references
to a unique digital copy of such an asset in the corresponding register. Thus, Divaunit
establishes the economic component of digitizing an asset, namely the value of the
asset in the national currency. Divaunit is not a digital asset; it performs the function
of accounting in the chain of formation of the Bon digital asset, where Bon is
derivative of Divaunit. Bon represents a legal component that is related to the asset
digitization. This kind of approach is used due to the fact that Bon is a form of mutual
rights and obligations of the owner of the asset and the owner of the Bon digital
asset. Thus, the main features of the Bon digital asset include:

36

Blockchain is a type of a distributed ledger, which constitutes a sequential chain of generated transaction blocks
built according to certain rules. At the same time, each subsequent block of the structure contains information about
the previous one, so as a whole, the chain stores the entire history of completed transactions.
37

Bitbon System participant is a Bitbon System user that uses Bitbons to conduct his/her activity in the Bitbon

System.
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a) it is derivative of Divaunit, and, therefore, of the asset, which means it is
backed;
b) circulation in the form of a unique identifier, which consists of alphanumeric
designations;
c) registration and circulation in a distributed ledger (blockchain);
d) establishing the rights and obligations of the owner of the asset and the owner
of the Bon digital asset in accordance with the rules and conditions of a specific Bon
Protocol.
Bitbon. The definition of the term “Bitbon” is enshrined in Clause 21 of the
Bitbon System Public Contract and its Appendix “Terms and Definitions in the
Bitbon System”. Bitbon is a digital asset created according to the Bitbon Protocol,
which is a utility token (access token) and provides the Bitbon System participant
with certain rights of access to the services of the Bitbon System in accordance with
the number of Bitbons that such a participant has, represented as an alphanumeric
identifier and registered in the blockchain with an ability to circulate only in the
Bitbon System. The key property of Bitbon is that it provides a Bitbon System
participant with access, i.e. certain scope of rights of access to the System services.
Moreover, Bitbon is a unit for determining the exchange value of all digital assets
and it ensures their ability to circulate in the Bitbon System, which emphasizes its
significance in terms of ensuring the proper functioning of the Bitbon System. The
main features of Bitbon as a digital asset include:
a) it is derivative of the asset of SIMCORD LLC;
b) circulation in the form of a unique identifier, alphanumeric designations;
c) registration and circulation in a distributed ledger (blockchain);
d) being an access token providing proportionally allocated scope of rights of
its owner’s access to the Bitbon System services.
Projectbon. The definition of the term “Projectbon” is enshrined in Clause 23
of the Bitbon System Public Contract and its Appendix “Terms and Definitions in
the Bitbon System”. Projectbon is a digital asset, derivative of Divaunit and an
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instrument for contributing38 of a certain class of the Projectbon Protocol39
represented as an alphanumeric identifier and registered in the blockchain, with an
ability to circulate only in the Bitbon System. This digital asset is created by a Bitupagency40. The legal essence of Projectbon is that it is a form of establishing the
mutual rights and duties of the contractat41 and contributors42 in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the Projectbon Protocol of a specific business project. In this
case, it is necessary to pay attention to the fact that if Bon is a form of securing the
mutual rights and duties of the owner of the asset and the owner of its digital copy,
then Projectbon is a form of securing the mutual rights and duties of subjects of the
contributing process, being essentially a regulator of the relations between the
participants in contributing.
Projectbon itself is backed by virtue of the existence of assets, which are means
of securing contractat’s duties to contributors. This, in turn, allows us to note the fact
that Projectbon has almost the most important characteristic of digital assets, namely
being backed by assets.
The main features of Projectbon include:
a) it is derivative of Divaunit, and, therefore, from the asset, which means
it is backed;

38

Contributing is a type of activity of a Bitbon System participant aimed at receiving additional benefit from
participation in the implementation of the selected business project under the terms and conditions of the Projectbon
Protocol of this business project.
39

Class of the Projectbon Protocol is the unit of project classification in the Bitbon System, corresponding to the
degree of backing of the Projectbon Protocol of a specific project by the contractat’s assets.
40

Bitup-agency is a Bitbon System user, which has the right to perform the asset digitization procedure, as well as to
make a decision on the admission of the contractat’s project to the IBO (Initial Business Offering) and to supervise its
implementation in the Bitbon System under the terms and conditions of the Projectbon Protocol of a specific business
project by representing and protecting the interests of contributors of this business project.
41

Contractat is a Bitbon System user that has initiated the creation of the Projectbon Protocol of his/her own project,
which is registered in the register of Digital Asset Protocols in the Bitbon System on the basis of admission by the
Bitup-agency.
42

Contributor is a Bitbon System user who, based on the obtained Projectbons, participates in the selected business
project in order to receive a certain amount of benefit from its implementation.
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b) instrumental and regulatory purpose in terms of ensuring the processes
of contributing;
c) having a guarantee function as a means of establishing the contractat’s
obligations to contributors;
d) circulation in the form of a unique identifier, which consists of
alphanumeric designations;
e) registration and circulation in a distributed ledger (blockchain);
f) securing the rights and duties of the contractat and contributors; this is
recorded in the Projectbon Protocol of a specific business project.
Thus, we can conclude that all types of digital assets of the Bitbon System have
a number of common features:
g) being backed by a value (assets);
h) circulation in the form of a unique identifier;
i) circulation in a distributed ledger.
The fact that all digital assets have common features confirms that the legal
nature of such concepts as Bon, Bitbon and Projectbon, in terms of their
determination as digital assets, is sustainable.
3.1.2. Bitbon as the Main Digital Asset of the Bitbon System
As noted above, Bitbon is one of the three types of digital assets circulating in
the Bitbon System. However, Bitbon is the key component of the entire Bitbon
System. This approach is determined by Clause 21 of the Bitbon System Public
Contract. In accordance with this Clause, Bitbon is defined as the main instrument
of the Bitbon System.
The regulatory framework for the Bitbon digital asset’s circulation is
determined by Clauses 21 and 22 of the Bitbon System Public Contract.
Clause 21. “The main instrument of the Bitbon System is Bitbon, which is a
digital asset created on the basis of the Bitbon Protocol, with an ability to circulate
only in the Bitbon System. The Bitbon digital asset is a utility token (access token)
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and provides the Bitbon System participant with certain access rights to the services
of the Bitbon System in accordance with the number of Bitbons that such a
participant has. The Bitbon digital asset is a unit of measurement of the exchange
value of all digital assets and ensures their ability to circulate in the Bitbon System.
The Bitbon digital asset is created and given unique attributes and properties based
on the Bitbon System Public Contract and the Bitbon Protocol. The use of Bitbon
allows establishing and controlling legal relations between the owner of the asset
and the owner of the digital asset as well as mutual relations of the Bitbon System
users, whereby only the transferable right of claim of the owner of the digital asset
to the owner of the asset can be in circulation, which is aimed at fulfilling the
obligations set by the owner of the asset and derivative of the right to the asset
(value) under the terms and conditions recorded in the Protocol of a specific digital
asset43.”
Clause 22. “Bitbon is backed in accordance with the Bitbon Protocol”.
Bitbon is a digital asset derivative of the asset of SIMCORD LLC, which
indicates an increased level of its backing and stability. The legal component of this
digital asset is enshrined in the Bitbon Protocol. The definition of the term “Bitbon
Protocol” is enshrined in the Appendix “Terms and Definitions in the Bitbon
System” of the Bitbon System Public Contract. According to the above-mentioned
Appendix, the Bitbon Protocol is the final document of creating the Bitbon Protocol
information resource derivative of the asset of SIMCORD LLC, EDRPOU
37657823 that establishes the attributes and properties of the Bitbon digital asset,
terms and conditions of its circulation in the Bitbon System, as well as the procedure
of execution of the Bitbon Protocol. The Bitbon Protocol is binding for all Bitbon
System participants. In fact, the Bitbon Protocol is a digital form of securing the
main technical and legal aspects of the circulation of such a digital asset as Bitbon.
43

Digital Asset Protocol is an information resource, the final document of the asset digitization procedure,

which establishes certain attributes and properties of a digital asset, terms and conditions of its creation
and circulation in the Bitbon System, as well as execution of the Digital Asset Protocol.
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If Bitbon is a specific instrument of the Bitbon System, the Bitbon Protocol is a
digital document that provides the algorithmization of the circulation of the
corresponding digital asset.
Two main functions of Bitbon follow from Clause 3 of the Bitbon System
Public Contract:
a) providing the ability for the system users to use the entire functionality of
the Bitbon System;
b) providing the ability for the Bitbon System participants to exercise their right
to directly manage the Bitbon System.
Bitbon can be viewed as an instrument through which its owner can exercise
his/her eligibility to use the features and manage the Bitbon System. Bitbon is
essential for a Bitbon System participant to get access to the following main services:
 management of the Bitbon System;
 making transfers of digital assets in the Bitbon System;
 participation in contributing;
 participation in consensus building mining in the Bitbon System;
 creation of other digital assets in the Bitbon System;
 creation of Assetbox44 and Safebox45;
 and other services.
Bitbon is an object of civil (business) rights. Analyzing the regulations of the
legislation of Ukraine and the Bitbon System Public Contract, we can conclude that
such a digital asset as Bitbon classifies as objects that are in free civil (business)

44 Assetbox is a record (cell) with a unique alphanumeric identifier created by the Bitbon System user in the
blockchain for storing his/her digital assets and transferring them to other Bitbon System users as well as for receiving
digital assets from other Bitbon System users.

45

Safebox is a record (cell) with a unique alphanumeric identifier created by the Bitbon System participant in the
blockchain for storing his/her own Bitbons with a high degree of confidentiality and security as well as allows
providing access to another Bitbon System User in accordance with the conditions established by the Safebox owner
in order to transfer his/her Bitbons in full to this user.
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circulation. At the same time, it can circulate in the Bitbon System only. Any subject
of civil (business) relations with the relevant legal capacity can acquire the property
right to Bitbon. There are no discriminatory provisions according to which some
subjects are preferred to others (in terms of acquiring the property right to Bitbon,
exercising legal claim on disposal of Bitbon, etc.) in the Bitbon System Public
Contract. This also indicates a real, rather than formal, implementation of the
equality principle within the Bitbon System.
Attention should be paid to the degree of backing of Bitbon as the main digital
asset of the Bitbon System. As noted above, Bitbon is derivative of the asset of
SIMCORD LLC. This indicates an increased degree of economic and legal
guarantees enshrined in relation to this digital asset.
Thus, the Bitbon digital asset is the main instrument of the Bitbon System,
through which its owners can ensure the exercising of their legal claims to manage
the Bitbon System and use the System’s services.
3.2. Analysis of Bitbon on Correspondence to the Digital Asset Properties
According to the Digital Asset Test
In order to determine whether Bitbon corresponds to the term “digital asset”, it
is necessary to analyze the attributes and properties of Bitbon and compare them
with the characteristics of digital assets, namely, correspondence to the categories
and criteria detailing them. Such categories and criteria have already been given in
section 1.4 “Digital Asset Test” of this scientific and legal opinion. That is, the key
in this subsection will be the answer to the question: “Is Bitbon a digital asset?”
To answer this question, we need to systematically analyze the Bitbon System
Public Contract as the main document of the Bitbon System and the Bitbon Protocol
as a document establishing the attributes and properties of the Bitbon digital asset.
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I category. Information resource:
1. Uniqueness criterion. In the aspect of Bitbon, the uniqueness criterion is
realized by recording data on its issue in the Bitbon Protocol.
2. Identifiability criterion. This criterion is realized through the Bitbon
Protocol, which clearly defines the subject of creation of this digital asset and,
accordingly, confirms its legal claim to a value.
3. Regulability criterion. Terms and conditions for using Bitbon and its
circulation are determined by the Bitbon System Public Contract and the Bitbon
Protocol.
4. Sessionality criterion. The temporal aspects of Bitbon circulation have not
been reflected in any of the above-mentioned documents.
ІІ category. Derivative of the right to a value:
1. Derivativeness criterion. Bitbon is derivative of the property right to a value
(asset of SIMCORD LLC) as indicated in paragraph 5 of the Bitbon Protocol. The
analysis of the Bitbon System Public Contract and the Bitbon Protocol allows stating
that the owner of Bitbon is vested with the right to access the set of rights and
obligations of the owner of the value and the right to demand from the owner of the
value to exercise a set of rights and fulfill obligations.
2. Verifiability criterion. Information indicating the owner’s rights to the value,
which Bitbon derives from, is recorded in Appendix No. 2 to the Bitbon Protocol
“Asset of SIMCORD LLC”.
ІІІ category. Circulation in the distributed ledger:
1. Transparency criterion. Accounting for Bitbon transactions is possible
through the technology of distributed ledger (blockchain), which is at the core of the
Bitbon System’s functioning.
2. Decentralization criterion. The community documented the mechanisms for
managing and developing the Bitbon System as the Bitbon circulation environment
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in the Bitbon System Public Contract, namely in Clauses 3, 12, 29, 48, 61 and 67.
As for the information on maintenance of the infrastructure of the Bitbon circulation
environment by the community, it is also enshrined in Clauses 7, 12, 47, 48 and 61
of the Bitbon System Public Contract.
ІV category. Circulation in the form of a unique identifier:
1. Accountability criterion. Accounting for the transfer of a certain number of
Bitbon accounting units between identified parties within a transaction is carried out
due to the existence of accounts46 in the Bitbon System, which provides for the
possibility of completing the verification procedure by the user. In addition, a unique
identifier is assigned to each Bitbon transaction in the System that allows accessing
information about the Assetbox of the parties to the transaction and the number of
transferable Bitbon units.
Thus, taking into account the results of comparing Bitbon with the abovementioned categories and the criteria detailing them, we can state that Bitbon meets
all the categories of a digital asset. Thus, it allows stating that Bitbon is a digital
asset.
3.3. Analysis of the Bitbon Digital Asset According to the Howey Test
The Howey test was developed based on legal positions that were enshrined in
the US Supreme Court Decision in the Securities and Exchange Commission v.
Howey Co case. In this Decision, a content-oriented rather than a formal approach
was applied in terms of determining whether a particular instrument classifies as
securities. The Howey test allows determining the properties of a security even if
external properties (the form of existence of the instrument) do not indicate this.

Account is a collection of user’s data required for his/her authentication and for providing access to his/her
personal details, settings and the system functionality.
46
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The Howey Test is widely used in the field of public relations regarding the use
and circulation of blockchain tokens47 in the context of determining the possibility
of classifying a particular token as a security. In this case, the main task is to
determine whether Bitbon as the main instrument of the Bitbon System belongs to
the category of “securities”.
Regarding the blockchain token, the Howey test was adapted by Peter Van
Valkenburgh

in

his

report

“Framework

for

Securities

Regulation

of

Cryptocurrencies”, which analyzed the principle that allows comparing blockchain
tokens that have certain characteristics of “uncertificated securities” according to
SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 and SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 with
securities.
Two more types of blockchain tokens were defined in this work:
1. Blockchain token that does not meet the definition of the term “security”
(utility token).
2. Token that is a security (security token).
The work of Peter Van Valkenburgh became the foundation for the work
carried out by the Coinbase Exchange jointly with the Coin Center, Union Square
Ventures and Consensys. The result of this work was a document called “A
Securities Law Framework for Blockchain Tokens”, which was published in 2016.
Passing the Howey Test in the interpretation of “A Securities Law Framework for
Blockchain Tokens” allows determining which category a particular blockchain
token belongs to: utility token or security token.
In a general sense, the term “utility token” means a token that provides access
to the services of a particular system. This in turn allows characterizing most tokens
as access tokens. As for the term “security token”, these are tokens that can be
characterized as a digital form of existence of securities. A subject that acquires a
security token actually conducts an investment-oriented transaction. The definition

47

Blockchain token is an accounting unit circulating in the distributed ledger by means of a transaction with a
unique identifier.
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of the legal nature of a digital asset (in terms of its determination as a utility token
or security token) is crucial for establishing the legal boundaries of the circulation
of such digital assets and the legal consequences of concluding transactions with
relevant digital assets.
To compare the properties of a Bitbon digital asset for correspondence to the
characteristics of securities, it seems necessary to outline a circle of criteria. The
relevant criteria from the Howey Test are as follows:
 investment of money;
 investment is made in a common enterprise;
 investor expects profit from his/her investment;
 profit is expected from the efforts of others.
A consistent study of the legal nature of the Bitbon digital asset is only possible
when comparing the correspondence of its characteristics to each of the abovementioned criteria. The casual approach, which consists in determining matches or
differences based on one particular criterion, is unacceptable. This, in turn, sets the
requirements for a comprehensive study of a digital asset in the context of its
comparison with the criteria developed on the basis of the Howey Test. As noted
above, the main instrument of the Bitbon System, which is the Bitbon digital asset,
will be the object of comparison with the system of the criteria specified.
Criterion No. 1 “Investment of money”. It should be noted that Bitbon can
be exchanged for fiat money. At the same time, acquisition of Bitbon cannot be
interpreted as an investment, since the availability of Bitbon does not provide a
person with any profit prospects as a natural (expected) consequence. In accordance
with Clause 21 of the Bitbon System Public Contract, the Bitbon digital asset is an
access token that grants its owner certain scope of rights to access the Bitbon System
services. In the Bitbon System, this digital asset is a token that allows a Bitbon
System participant to exercise his/her rights to use the Bitbon System services. It
should also be noted that Bitbon can be exchanged for other digital assets that
circulate in the Bitbon System. However, the ownership of Bitbon does not stipulate
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the possibility of obtaining investment profit. An integral feature of investment is
the expectation of future profits. In this case, Bitbon allows expecting it to be used
only as an instrument that provides access, i.e., the right of access to the Bitbon
System services. The Bitbon System Public Contract and the Bitbon Protocol do not
contain any provisions that would allow determining such a digital asset as an
investment asset.
In this aspect, we can state that the Bitbon features do not meet this criterion,
which indicates that it cannot be determined as a security.
Criterion No. 2 “Investment is made to a common enterprise”
It can be said that checking if a particular instrument meets the corresponding
criterion is rather complementing than crucial when determining the legal nature of
this instrument. In this case, acquisition of the right to Bitbon does not mean any
kind of investment — it is acquisition of the right to a Bitbon System instrument,
which does not provide for any predicted income in the future, but only gives the
person the right to own a share of the rights of access to the Bitbon System services.
The subject that owns Bitbon does not acquire rights to the share of the Bitbon
System itself. The fact that a subject owns Bitbon does not indicate that the subject
has any corporate rights in relation to the Bitbon System. Thus, a Bitbon System
participant causes the occurrence of legal facts by disposing of his/her Bitbons. At
the same time, such disposal of the digital asset under consideration is related to the
functionality (services) of the Bitbon System. Thus, by exchanging Bitbon for
Projectbon of a specific project, a Bitbon System participant takes part in
contributing, which is one of the services of the Bitbon System. However, such
transactions cannot be interpreted as disposal of corporate rights. One should be
aware that the transactions to acquire rights to Bitbon and its exchange for other
digital assets of the Bitbon System do not imply contributing to any common
enterprise.
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Thus, in the context of this criterion, we can state that the characteristics of the
Bitbon digital asset do not correspond to this criterion, which indicates the Bitbon
cannot be determined as a security.
Criterion No. 3 “Investor expects profit from his/her investment”.
Bitbon owners cannot expect profit in its classic sense. Thus, persons who
acquire Bitbon, in fact, acquire exclusively an instrument that allows them to realize
their own interests in the Bitbon System. Bitbon itself does not provide any profit.
In addition, it is necessary to pay attention to the obventing48 processes. According
to the results of a project, the Projectbon owner of a specific project receives
obvents49 in the form of Bitbons. Obvents in the form of Bitbons cannot be treated
as monetary income. This approach is caused by the fact that the Projectbon owner
of a specific project receives another digital asset (Bitbon) according to the results
of the implementation of the contributing processes as part of the obventing process
due to the availability of one digital asset (Projectbon of a specific project). This
cannot be considered precisely as remuneration in the classic interpretation. The
Bitbon Protocol, which is a digital document on the basis of which the Bitbon
circulates, also does not contain any information on receiving a real or potential
monetary benefit by the Bitbon owners. There are no such clauses in the Bitbon
System Public Contract either. This, in turn, allows us to state that Bitbon does not
have any characteristics of an investment instrument. The opposite is the situation
with a security token, which is characterized by the possibility of receiving profit by
its owner.
It follows from the above-mentioned that Bitbon cannot be considered as a
security.

48

Obventing is a process of distributing Bitbons among contributors of a specific project in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the Projectbon Protocol.
49
Obvents are a contributor’s benefit designated in Bitbons, which is based on the Projectbon amount that the
Contributor has in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Projectbon Protocol of a specific business
project.
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Criterion No. 4 “Profit is expected from the efforts of others”.
Regarding Bitbon, it should be noted that it does not mean making a profit and
does not stipulate any activities of third parties in the interests of Bitbon owners. The
Bitbon System Public Contract does not enshrine provisions defining the obligation
of third parties to carry out activities in favor of the economic interest of a Bitbon
owner. The Bitbon Protocol does not contain any obligations (obligation to take
active actions) of third parties to Bitbon owners. That is, the Bitbon Protocol does
not define an obligor who would be obliged to perform any activity in order to ensure
the accumulation of income in the interests of the Bitbon owner. Bitbon is an access
token that cannot be considered as an investment instrument.
Thus, in the context of this criterion, we can state that the Bitbon digital asset
does not correspond to this criterion, which indicates the Bitbon cannot be
determined as a security.
Thus, after making a comprehensive comparison of the properties of the Bitbon
digital asset with the Howey test criteria, it has been established that this digital asset
does not belong to the “securities” category; and according to the classifier proposed
in “A Securities Law Framework for Blockchain Tokens”, it can be determined as a
utility token.
3.4. Analyzing Whether the Bitbon Digital Asset Meets the Criteria of FINMA
ICO Guidelines
Due to the consistency of approaches applied by the Swiss regulator to
classifying blockchain tokens, and of determining the specific legal nature of each
type of blockchain tokens, attention was drawn to the Swiss regulation of certain
aspects of functioning of the blockchain token market. At the same time, calling the
approach used in Switzerland to determine the specifics of the token’s legal nature
the Swiss Test is largely conditional. The test itself consists in comparing the
distinguishing features of each type of tokens specified by the state regulator with
the token under consideration.
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First, it is necessary to determine the approaches that the Swiss regulator
applied to classifying blockchain tokens. Thus, on February 16, 2018, the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority (hereinafter referred to as “FINMA”)
published the Guidelines for Enquiries Regarding the Regulatory Framework for
Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) (hereinafter referred to as “Guidelines”). In these
Guidelines, tokens were classified as follows:
a) payment tokens;
b) utility tokens;
c) asset tokens;
d) hybrid tokens.
In accordance with FINMA, the key element to determine a type of token is the
specific nature of its economic function. In the future, it is proposed to consider a
brief description of each type of tokens.
Payment tokens. In its Guidelines, FINMA notes that tokens, which are used
as a means of payment, are determined as payment tokens. Such tokens cannot be
considered as securities, because they do not perform the functions that the latter do.
Under the general rule, FINMA classifies the classic examples of cryptocurrencies
(Bitcoin, Ether, etc.) as payment tokens.
Utility tokens. FINMA notes that if the sole purpose of the token is to provide
access to the use of utilities, programs or services of a particular system, the token
is considered as a utility token. In this case, the main function of the token is to
provide access to system services. The token is not related to capital markets, and
therefore, cannot be equated with a security.
Asset tokens. FINMA treats asset tokens as securities. FINMA notes that
tokens, in a standardized uncertificated form, which are suitable for mass
standardized distribution and are debt instruments that can be claimed by the token
holder against its issuer, are asset tokens. Asset tokens are subject to FINMA’s
regulatory framework by which the circulation of securities is determined.
Hybrid tokens. In this case, we are talking about tokens, which FINMA
equates with payment tokens based on the cumulative nature of their characteristics
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(they combine the features of different types of tokens) despite the fact that their
main substantial features correspond to the characteristics of other types of assets.
Thus, some asset tokens can have features of a security and at the same time have
characteristics of a means of payment. This in turn allows talking about the mixed
legal nature of such tokens, for which reason they are determined as hybrid tokens.
Applying FINMA’s Swiss Test to Bitbon. In this case, in order to determine
the legal nature of Bitbon according to FINMA’s Swiss Test, it seems necessary to
compare the properties of the Bitbon digital asset with the main characteristics of
the above-mentioned types of tokens.
First of all, we should note that the Bitbon digital asset is not a means of
payment. Bitbon is not a payment instrument, since its purpose is not to make money
transfers or conduct settlements between the parties to any transaction. Bitbon is an
intra-system instrument that provides access to the Bitbon System services. Thus,
Bitbon is characterized as an access token50 (it follows from the Bitbon System
Public Contract and the Bitbon Protocol), and therefore, it should be defined as a
utility token.
Bitbon does not have the properties inherent in securities. It does not integrate
the properties of an investment instrument. In addition, it is not a digitized form of
securing debt obligations that can be claimed by the token holder against its issuer.
Bitbon is not a hybrid digital asset by its nature (it does not combine the features of
various tokens).
Thus, after analyzing whether the Bitbon digital asset meets the criteria of
FINMA’s Swiss Test, the following logical conclusion was made: Bitbon is a classic
example of a utility token.

50

Access token is an alphanumeric identifier, which is registered in the blockchain and provides its owner with
certain access rights to an information resource in accordance with the number of tokens of access that belong to
him/her.
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to the Scientific and Legal Opinion
“Digital Assets as an Object of Legal Regulations”
Conducted as part of this research, the analysis of the issues related to the
definition and consideration of digital assets as objects of legal regulation indicates
that:
 Digital asset is an object of civil or economic circulation (depending on
the subject subjects involved in the relations), which allows talking about
the normative and regulatory support for its circulation. Thus, a digital
asset is used within the legal framework, which creates additional
guarantees for holders of digital assets.
 There is no unified definition of the term “digital asset” in the legal
doctrine yet. The term “digital asset” is a complex concept, which is
illustrated by the wide variability of its meanings.
 In various jurisdictions, definitions of the term “digital assets” differ
depending on the objectives of the legal regulation, the level of
development of a particular state, the level of specialization of a
regulatory act, or due to other factors. In many countries, the term
“digital asset” is not enshrined at the regulatory level.
 The main properties of a digital asset include the following: digital form
of representation; recorded in a distributed ledger (blockchain); backed
by assets; it is a value, which has an exchange value. Based on the abovementioned properties, the most correct definition of a digital asset is the
following: digital asset is an information resource derivative of the right
to a value and circulating in the distributed ledger in the form of a unique
identifier.
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 The broadest concept encompassing blockchain instruments is a
“blockchain token”, which is an accounting unit circulating in the
distributed ledger by means of a transaction with a unique identifier. A
cryptocurrency and a digital asset are also blockchain tokens; however,
these instruments are not identical.
 In accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS 38) and Accounting Standard (AS), a digital asset has all the
properties of an intangible asset (IA), which comes from the following:
digital assets do not have monetary expression, do not have physical
substance and can be identified through a unique alphanumeric code that
is assigned to a specific digital asset. Therefore, digital assets should be
treated as intangible assets (IAs) for accounting purposes.
 There is an objective need for clearly defined criteria to reliably
determine the degree of correspondence of a particular blockchain token
to a digital asset. The methodological manual “Methodology for
Determining Whether a Blockchain Token Corresponds to a Digital
Asset” describes categories and corresponding criteria, which allow
determining the degree of correspondence of a blockchain token to a
digital asset based on the results of its research.

Based on the foregoing:
The first issue: Analysis of the approaches to interpretation of the term “digital
asset” in the European Union, Eastern Europe, the United States of America, and the
Asia-Pacific Region:
Answer: The term “digital assets” is not directly enshrined in the laws of the
European Union and European countries. State institutions use such terms as “digital
token”, “virtual currency”, “cryptocurrency”, “cryptoasset”, “virtual asset” and
others, often giving them the properties of digital assets. The laws of Eastern
European countries do not enshrine the definition of the term “digital asset”, but
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contain such definitions as “digital unit (token)”, “virtual asset”, “asset token”,
“digital financial asset”, “digital rights (token)”, etc. In the United States,
determination of the legal nature and status of digital assets is at the discretion of the
states. The countries of the Asia-Pacific Region use the term “digital asset”, without
distinguishing it from such terms as “virtual currency”, “cryptocurrency” etc,
defining all the above-mentioned as property or products.
The second issue: Definition of the legal regime of a digital asset in the legal
system of Ukraine.
Answer: Relations connected to the circulation of digital assets are civil or
business relations (depending on the subjects involved). Therefore, digital assets are
objects of civil or economic circulation.
The third issue: Definition of features and characteristics inherent in a digital
asset.
Answer: Digital asset is an information resource derivative of the right to a
value and circulating in the distributed ledger in the form of a unique identifier. The
main properties of a digital asset are as follows: digital form of representation;
recorded and circulating in a distributed ledger (blockchain); backed by assets; it is
a value, which has an exchange value.
The fourth issue: Comparative analysis of the properties of a cryptocurrency
and a digital asset.
Answer: Both a cryptocurrency and a digital asset are blockchain tokens. Some
of the features of a digital asset are also inherent in cryptocurrencies. This means
that a cryptocurrency can be a digital asset if it has the properties of an information
resource and is derivative of the right to a value at the same time.
The fifth issue: Determining the possibility of accounting and entering digital
assets on the balance sheet of an enterprise.
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Answer: In accordance with the International Accounting Standards (IAS 38),
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and Accounting Standard (AS),
a digital asset can be entered on the balance sheet of an enterprise as an intangible
asset (IA).
The sixth issue: Analysis of the nature of digital assets using the Bitbon System
blockchain platform as an example.
Answer: Digital assets of the Bitbon System (Bitbon, Projectbon, Bon) are
information resources. The Bitbon System, being a platform based on the distributed
ledger (blockchain) technology, provides its users with access to the Bitbon System
services through the use of the Bitbon digital asset for the even exchange of Bon and
Projectbon digital assets, which are derivative of values, including property,
products, rights (property and/or non-property), services and works, without
intermediaries and money, as well as the ability to conduct a specific activity in the
Bitbon System, in particular mining and contributing, under the terms and conditions
provided for by the Bitbon Protocol, Bitbon System Public Contract and the Bon and
Projectbon Protocols of specific projects.
All types of digital assets of the Bitbon System (Bon, Bitbon, and Projectbon)
have common features inherent in digital assets in general, which allows
determining them as digital assets.
The main instrument of the Bitbon System is the Bitbon digital asset, through
which its owners can exercise the legal claim to manage the Bitbon System and use
its services.
The comparison of the properties of the Bitbon digital asset with the Howey
Test criteria allowed establishing that Bitbon does not correspond to the “security”
category according to the SECURITIES ACT OF 1933. According to the classifier
presented in “A Securities Law Framework for Blockchain Tokens”, the Bitbon
digital asset is a utility token.
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The results of the analysis of the Bitbon digital asset according to the
methodology presented by FINMA in the ICO Guidelines allow suggesting that
Bitbon is a utility token.
The results of analyzing whether Bitbon falls into the digital asset categories
using the digital asset test allow us stating that Bitbon falls into all the digital asset
categories and, therefore, is a digital asset.
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Access token is an alphanumeric identifier, which is registered in the
blockchain and provides its owner with certain access rights to an information
resource in accordance with the number of tokens of access that belong to him/her.
Account is a collection of user’s data required for his/her authentication and
for providing access to his/her personal details, settings and the system functionality.
Assetbox is a record (cell) with a unique alphanumeric identifier created by
the Bitbon System user in the blockchain for storing his/her digital assets and
transferring them to other Bitbon System users as well as for receiving digital assets
from other Bitbon System users.
Asset digitization procedure is a process in which the Bitbon System
user creates a Bon or Projectbon digital asset from the asset.
Balance accounting of blockchain tokens is a method for registering and
accounting transactions implemented by the software of the blockchain network
node, which allows determining the difference between income and expenditure of
units of account at a certain point in time at the address of their accounting.
Bitbon is a digital asset, which is a utility token (access token) and provides
the Bitbon System participant with certain access rights to the services of the Bitbon
System in accordance with the number of Bitbons that such a participant has. Bitbon
is represented as an alphanumeric identifier and registered in the blockchain with an
ability to circulate only in the Bitbon System. Bitbon is a unit of measurement of the
exchange value of all digital assets and ensures their ability to circulate in the Bitbon
System. Bitbon is created and given unique attributes and properties based on
the Bitbon System Public Contract and the Bitbon Protocol.
Bitup-agency is a Bitbon System user, which has the right to perform the asset
digitization procedure, as well as to make a decision on the admission of the
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contractat’s project to the IBO (Initial Business Offering) and to supervise its
implementation in the Bitbon System under the terms and conditions of the
Projectbon Protocol of a specific business project by representing and protecting the
interests of contributors of this business project.
Bitbon Protocol is the final document of creating the “Bitbon Protocol”
information resource derivative of the asset of SIMCORD LLC, EDRPOU
37657823 that establishes the attributes and properties of the Bitbon digital asset,
terms and conditions of its circulation in the Bitbon System, as well as the execution
of the Bitbon Protocol.
Bitbon System is an integral blockchain-based decentralized system, which
allows its users to fully own their assets, i.e. to record their property right to assets
in the form of their unique digital copies by completing the asset digitization
procedure in order to implement accounting and management as well as safe and
equal exchange of the given assets between the Bitbon System users without
intermediaries and money. The key component of the Bitbon System is Bitbon.
Bitbon System digital asset is an information resource derivative of the
right to a value, which has undergone the digitization procedure, and circulating in
the Bitbon System in the form of a unique identifier based on the Digital Asset
Protocol.
Bitbon System participant is a Bitbon System user that uses Bitbons to
conduct his/her activity in the Bitbon System.
Bitbon System Public Contract is a digital document, a type of social contract
of statutory nature, basic constitutive agreement between SIMCORD LLC
(EDRPOU 37657823), the founder of the Bitbon System, and all Bitbon System
participants, where SIMCORD LLC also acts as the Bitbon System operator.
Bitbon System user is an entity of any legal relations that directly performed
an action, which caused an event within the Bitbon System.
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Blockchain is a type of a distributed ledger, which constitutes a sequential
chain of generated transaction blocks built according to certain rules. At the same
time, each subsequent block of the structure contains information about the previous
one, so as a whole, the chain stores the entire history of completed transactions.
Blockchain token is an accounting unit circulating in the distributed ledger by
means of a transaction with a unique identifier.
Bon is a digital asset, an instrument derivative of Divaunit and of a certain type
of the Bon Protocol represented as an alphanumeric identifier and registered in the
blockchain with an ability to circulate only in the Bitbon System. The Bitbon System
participant creates the (name)_Bon digital asset from Divaunit as a result of
completing the asset digitization procedure by giving it unique attributes and
properties. Bon is a form of mutual rights and obligations of the owner of the asset
and the owner of the Bon digital asset in accordance with the terms and conditions
of a specific Bon Protocol.
Class of the Projectbon Protocol is the unit of project classification in
the Bitbon System, corresponding to the degree of backing of the Projectbon
Protocol of a specific project by the contractat’s assets.
Contractat is a Bitbon System user that has initiated the creation of the
Projectbon Protocol of his/her own project, which is registered in the Register of
Digital Asset Protocols in the Bitbon System on the basis of admission by the Bitupagency.
Contributing is a type of activity of a Bitbon System participant aimed at
receiving additional benefit from participation in the implementation of the selected
business project under the terms and conditions of the Projectbon Protocol of this
business project.
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Contributor is a Bitbon System user who, based on the obtained Projectbons,
participates in the selected business project in order to receive a certain amount of
benefit from its implementation.
Derivative of the right is a property of the object, giving its owner the right,
which is formed from the right to a value.
Digital asset is an information resource derivative of the right to a value and
circulating in the distributed ledger in the form of a unique identifier.
Digital Asset Protocol is an information resource, the final document of the
asset digitization procedure, which establishes certain attributes and properties of a
digital asset, terms and conditions of its creation and circulation in the Bitbon
System, as well as execution of the Digital Asset Protocol.
Distributed ledger technology is a technology, which allows network
participants to record, store and exchange information as well as provides multiple
data stores synchronized through a specific consensus algorithm.
Divaunit is a digitized value unit in the Bitbon System, represented as an
alphanumeric identifier, which expresses the value of the asset in the national
currency. The Bitbon System user creates Divaunit during the asset digitization
procedure based on a unique digital copy of the asset. Divaunit is registered in the
Register of Digitized Value Units of the Bitbon System.
Identifier is a unique set of alphanumeric characters of a certain length
assigned to the information resource in the environment of its circulation.
Information resource is information structured and organized in a certain
way, recorded on a tangible medium. This information can be stored, transferred,
used and replenished. The information resource has the properties of practical
significance and usefulness, as well as the possibility of multiple use.
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Mining in the Bitbon System is an activity of the Bitbon System user aimed
at supporting and developing the decentralized execution environment of the Bitbon
System, which leads to a redistribution of Bitbons in accordance with the Appendix
“Mining in the Bitbon System”. The Bitbon System foresees two mining methods
— consensus building mining and infrastructure building mining.
Obventing is a process of distributing Bitbons among contributors of a specific
project in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Projectbon Protocol.
Obvents are a contributor’s benefit designated in Bitbons, which is based on
the Projectbon amount that the contributor has in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the Projectbon Protocol of a specific business project.
Projectbon is a digital asset, i.e. an instrument for contributing derivative of
Divaunit and a certain class of the Projectbon Protocol, represented as an
alphanumeric identifier and registered in the blockchain with an ability to circulate
only in the Bitbon System. The Bitup-agency creates this type of the digital asset by
giving it unique attributes and properties. Projectbon is a form of mutual obligations
of the contractat and contributors in accordance with the terms and conditions
specified in the Projectbon Protocol of a specific business project, while in essence
being a regulator of relations between participants of contributing.
Projectbon Protocol is an information resource, the final document of the
asset digitization procedure, which establishes attributes and properties of a specific
Projectbon digital asset, terms and conditions for its creation and circulation in
the Bitbon System, mutual rights and obligations of the contractat and contributors,
as well as terms and conditions of the implementation of the contractat’s specific
business project through contributing. The Bitup-agency creates this document on
the issue of the Projectbon of a certain class.
Safebox is a record (cell) with a unique alphanumeric identifier created by the
Bitbon System participant in the blockchain for storing his/her own Bitbons with a
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high degree of confidentiality and security as well as allows providing access to
another Bitbon System user in accordance with the conditions established by the
Safebox owner in order to transfer his/her Bitbons in full to this user.
Value is worth, utility, or importance, which can also be expressed by different
measurement units depending on the area of practical use of such a value and the
ecosystem in which such a value exists.
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